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HOT OR NOT? .
KERRY VS. BUSH
-

HOLLYWOOD'S REMAKES

Old films come back from the dead for new audiences

SEE NEWS, A2

SEE THE INDIE, i2
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., ,· smarteardnow good for ·pizza, so.much·morel
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Printing, copying, shopping and
t , charging are all facets of the ID
KATE HOWELL
Staff Writer

The UCF SmartCard is now accepted at the
McDonald's and Domino's Pizza in the UC7 Plaza
at Alafaya Trail and University Boulevard, :;tnd
may be comhig to other retailers soon.
"We're in the early stages of expanding outward," said Maya Fluharty, ofUCF Card Services.
''When or who isn't certain yet, but we're aiming
mainly for restaurants."
·
The SmartCard works like a debit card. "The
money goes straight from your card to the retailer," Fluharty said. "There are no fees and, no, UCF
;s ~ does not get a kickback every time the card is
used. UCF and off-campus retailers are cooperating in order· to increase stu~ent usage of the

SmartCard and, on the store's side, attract more Money from old copy cards can be transferred to
UCF students [to the businesses]."
the SmartCard and money can be added to purse
The SmartCard
actually be turned into a one at the library.
debit card and linked to a SunTrust account. ·
Purse two is the academ"Since everyone who gets financial .a id .is now ic purse, with a $5,000 limit
being issued a SunTrust account, many people are that can be used at the
using their cards this way," Fluharty said. "It's bookstore and for tuition
only. "This makes it easier
more convenient this way."
, Student Quesadrian Grant agreed.
to keep school money sep"I keep a checking account at Bank of Ameri- arate from money you can
ca, but I keep my school money in my SunTrust actually spend," Grant
account," Grant said. "This way I don't have to said. This purse is PINwait for my financial aid check to arrive in the protected, and if the card
mail, and I don't acddentallY" 'spend my book · is lost or stolen the balmoney on clothes."
ance can be transferred to
The SmartCard can hold funds for three sepa- a new card the next business day.
Purse three is the retail purse. Like purse two,
rate purses. Purse one is the multi-purse and can ·
be used at campus vending machfues, copy it has a $5,000 limit and is PIN-protected. "Purse
machines, computer lab printing and laundry three is good for larger purchases, like the kind
machines. Recently, purse one replaced the famil- made at the computer store or Health Services,''
iar blue-and-white copy cards at the librar)r. Fluharty said.

can

The three purses should not be confused with
DB Dollars and Flex Bucks, which are accessed by
the black magnetic strip on the back of each UCF
card. This is a separate debit program
that's controlled by Dining
Services.
When a student withdraws from classes or
graduates, UCF does not
automatically absorb the
balance of their card
accounts.
However; "Students ·who
are leaving. just have to fill
. out a form and bring proof of
graduation or withdrawal,
and their money will be sent to
them by check," Fluharty said. Ifthe money on the
card goes unclaimed for four years from the last
time it was used, then the money will revert back
to the university.

GradS to hear
Miss . America
ANDRES HEALY
News Editor .
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The Marketplace currently boasts an international food. station. Starting in fall, the cafeteria will also allow students to choose from stations boasting popular diet-friendly food, including
Atkins Diet.
.
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Marketplace jumps ·on diet trend
.

Carb .counters, dieters
get more optiOflS
·

MEGAN MATUSZAK
' :'..

r,

,-;.
i

StaffWriter

Followers of the newest trend
diets often run into a brick wall
when trying to follow strict nutritional regimens whil,e eating on
:Carri.pus. Soon though, that prob·.i em will be as old as the grapefruit
aw~ as the Marketplace is rollirig
out a new diet-friendly problem
entitled Just4U this fall.
: There are five main categories
that the food in the Just4U program
\iJill focus on: 15 or fewer grams of
total carbs, fewer than 300 calories,
fewer than 480 milligrams of sodiUm, fewer than than 30 percent of
Calories from fat and vegetarian.

"The Just4U options will be
broken down very specifically,"
said Marketing Director Bill Hartley."Studentswillbeabletoseethe
nutrition content just like they
would on the side of a box of cere-

al"
Included in the new set-up will
benutritionsignspostedonhealthier food items, as well as icon signs
that focus on the more popular
diets' requirements. The new program will make finding the right
fOod for each student easy by tagging them with an icon-sign depicting it as "low fat,".''heart healthy" or
"carb counter:'
Freshman Ken Swan looks forward to having that much nutritional information-available.
"I work out a lot, and protein
content is something I am very
interested in,'' Swan said. "I try to
eat about 50 grams of protein in
each meal, so having that informa-

tionavailablewillmakemyprotein·
counting easier:"
Management of the Marketplace knew the facility needed to
offer more health-friendly items
after the staff reviewed the results
of an opinion survey given out to
customers last spring.
"Our students overwhelmingly
demanded healthier options,''
Hartley said. •
· According to a news release
from ARAMARK, the company
that runs the Marketplace, dozens
· of registered dietitians and chefs of
ARAMARK have tested the menu
to ensure that the displayed information is accurately reflected in
the food.
The chefs and staff of the Marketplace also will be trained in the
specifics of the Just4U program to
ensure things are run properly.
The new program will not
affect the choices offered to stu-

dents who ~e not interested in
special diets. The new program
will.only add options, not take any
away.
_
. Initially, the Just4U program
will be offered in a trial mode to
gauge stuCients' needs. For example, if there is not a demand for
Just4U options at breakfast, the
· Marketplace might only offer limited items from the new menu at that
time. It all depends on what customers want
Hospitality students will also be
able to enjoy the Just4U program at
the off-campus cafeteria in the
Rosen School of Hospitality Management
Football player Josh Stephens
eats at the Marketplace three to
four times a day during football
season. He says he will be interested in the healthy options the MarPLEASE SEE
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Current Miss America and UCF student Ericka
Dunlap will be one of three commencement speakers
as UCF hands out 1,954 degrees during graduation
ceremonies Saturday at the UCF Arena.
A senior majoring in advertising and public relati9ns in the College of Arts and Sciences, Dunlap will
address graduates from that college and the College
of Education in a ceremony starting at 3:30 p.m.
"Hopefully she'll tell them what a great time she's
had - how UCF has been important to her - and
inspire those people to do wonderful things like she's
done wonderful things,'' said Dan Hoisenbeck, vice
president of University Relatio'n s.
He added that Dunlap jumped at the invitation.
"This was particularly appealing to her because
this is her college, and she probably has some friends
in the crowd,'' he said.
Dunlap, a former Miss Florida, will relinquish her
.Miss America crown on Sept. 18, when the next pageant winner is chosen. ·
Students from the Colleges of Engineering and
Computer Sciences, Optics and Photonics and Health
and Public Affairs will be awarded degrees in a ceremony starting at 8:30 am. State Sen. Dan Webster will
be the speaker.
At noon, the Colleges of Business Administration
and Hospitality Management will hold their ceremony, with Caroline Roberts, chairman of the Florida
Board of Governors, speaking. ·
Tickets are required for admission to each ceremony. Students 'Yho need extra tickets can pick them
up today through Friday outside of the UCF Bookstore.
Attendees are encouraged to park in the East
Garage or area parking lots, as the Arena parking lot
is closed for renovation.
Graduates at each ceremonies should be ready for
_the processional 10 minutes before the stated start
time.

Ericka Dunlap, crowned as Miss America last fall in Atlantic City, New Jersey

Plrui for new visual and performing arts school sketchy at best
MONICA PANAKOS
Staff Writer

A new school at UCF for the
Visual and perfomiing arts - to
include music, theater and
graphic design - is under consideration by the administration
as a possible home for students
whose disciplines require more
individual, hands-on instruction.
!" Officials will ~ot say when

such a school might open,
although the 2005-2015 Master
Plan released last week lists several new arts-related buildings
that will be built or renovated
within the next.decade.
Kathryn Seidel, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
said decisions regarding the
restructuring of the visual and
performing arts will not be
locked in until after the new art,
music, and _theater department

chainn;m arrive next month, so
they can offer their opinions.
Discussions about the possible school began when Provost
Terry Hickey met with all academic departments last spring.
"In doin,g that,'' he said, "it
became clear that there was
interest in the _visual and performing arts ·units and some
structure that would recognize
how they are different."
Part of the djscussion centers

on the need for small classes in
those majors, which makes the
courses more expensive to offer.
"The performing arts and visual
arts are at somewhat of a disadvantage becatise they are more
of an apprenticeship program,
more one-on-one," Hickey said.
"While it's important for the
training of musicians and artists,
it is an inefficient way from ·the
productivity standpoint of training students, beca se [the

departments] cannot produce as
many credit hours as other units
can."
Grouping together the arts
units might increase their productivity, he said. "It won't surprise me if a proposal for a
school for visual and performing
arts comes forward, because I
even suggested that might be a
good idea," Hickey added.
In the planning stages, officials would have to decide how

---- - - - - - - - - - -

big the school would be and
then try to keep its size constant
while striving to increase quality, he said.
The new buildings proposed
in the Master Plan, which can be
accessed
at
http://www.fp.uc£edu/mp2005/
, include an Arts Complex II for
the per(omiing arts as well as a
band building; if finding is
PLEASE SEE
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Ne;ws and notices for
the UCF cemmunity

Keep current with headlines
you may have missed

First U.S. officer charged with
murder in Iraq faces hearing

Classes, Future both take a break
With the end of classes on
Friday, the Future will take a
break and return with its next
weekly edition on Aug.16.
Starting Aug. 23, the Future
will resume a twice-a-week
• schedule, printing every Monday and Thursday throughout
the fall semester.
Residence halls close at
noon Saturday. Grades are due
on Aug. 4 and will be available
• on POLARIS after 9 a.m. Aug.
6. After a two-week break, res• idence halls re.:.open Aug. 18
and fall classes begin Aug. 23.

Trustees to discuss Master Plan
. The UCF Master Plan Will
: be up for discussion when the
Board of Trustees meets from
S am. to 5 p.m. tomorrow in
· the Student Union Cape Flori• da Room.
The plan, which is required
• by the Florida Legislature to be
updated every five years outlines UCF's goals for the' next
10 years. 'Ihlstees will consider
; ~hanges in the plan before it's
.: accepted and sent for approval
• to the governor's office. The
ioo5-2015
Master
Plan
• released last week, can b~
viewed
online
at
• http://www.fp.ucf.edu/mp200
5/.
.
The latest incarnation sets
· aside all wetlands on campus
as protected land, adds a new
· parking garage and dorm unit
as well as several other new
buildings, and incorporates
new intramural fields on the
south epd of campus, rt also
states an enrollment goal of
48,000 students in 2014.
Several new deg~ee programs also are outlined in the
plan, including the addition of
master's degrees in creative
writing, dance, film, music,
~xercise physiology, nutrition,
• middle school education and
.. biomedical engineering. The
degree programs are part of an
effort to elevate UCF to the
• status of a major research uni~ versity.
• The plan also includes less
tangible goals, such as a push
• to pursue minorities and
• women ·as students and
employees, as well as providing an international focus to
the curriculum and research
programs. It does not,_however, identify a source..of funds
· for most of thi=? projects. '
. Local activists previously
~ embraced compromises with
UCF over the plan, which now
. includes a buffer area around
protected land, a proposed
· greenhouse and detailed
. drainage run-off systems.

Presidential pageant
.

WHO'S HOT,
WHO'S NOT?
Research shows that looks
factor into a politician's
ability to win. Which pretty
faces triumphed in the past
presidential elections?
Democrats on the left,
Republicans on the right.

1960

Kennedy*

Nixon

1964

1968

1972

1976

A billiards competition
involving robots from the UCF
summer robot camp will take
place at 3 p.m. tomorrow at the
Engineering II Building atrium
The winning team Will go on
to the finals,· testing its robot's
ability to navigate through a
maze, at 3 p.m. Friday.
For more information· on'
. either event, call Buzz Dawson
at 407-733-2899.

Let us know
Reagan*

~ from

Managing Editor

faces, prominent cheekbones
and pronoU.nced brow ridges.
· · "Especially early on .in primaries, when issues are not
clearly defined, physical looks
and the public response can
have an effect on who makes it
onto the ball.at," Schubert
wrote in his research.
"Outside of politics, people
do respond more favorably to
more attractive people," Fine
said. "Within the political
realm, voters are more comfortable with attractive candidates, which therefore makes
~hem more appealing.''
.
. Though Fine's public opin10n students collaboratively
said they wouldn't allow looks
!o sway them ~ a political race,
it's commonly found that looks
are important to political
races. John F. Kennedy would
not have won the 1960 debate
against Richard Nixon and
would have taken a hit in the
race had the television not
shown Nixon's sweating, tired
visage.
"Nixon looked awful, he had
the flu," Fine explained. "He

Since the advent of televi.sion, the physical attractiveness of political candidates has
been fodder for everyone from
daytime talk-show hosts to
political action committees.
Naturally, looks of a candidate are important in how voters see the future.office-holder
as a person. They also become
important later - prominent
features become fodder for
political cartoonists.
· "There's physical attractiveness - certain standards of
beauty,'' said Terri Fine, an
associate professor of political
science who taught a class this
summer about politics and
public opinion, and another on
political psychology. There is
also a more subtle attractiveness rating voters assign to
, campaigners, which has to do
with attitude and how a person
carries himself. "We know that
[DemocratiC vice presidential
candidate John] Edwards is a
very active campaigner," Fine
said. "But [Vice President
Dick] Cheney appears onscreen as being annoyed or
even mad about having to campaign."
The attitude' of attractiveness also has to do with how
candida.tes and their representitives display themselves.
Recently, Kerry's wife, Theresa
Heinz, strived to become
known as Theresa Heinz
Kerry. The change is sinillar to
the different levels of success former President Bill Clinton
had during his run in politics
when his wife changed her
name. "First she was known as
-TERRI FINE
Hillary Rodham, and her husPOLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR
band lost his run for governor
of Arkansas," Fine said. "She
'·
changed to· Hillary Clinton,
and he won. On the day of her used 'it makeup called 'lazy
_husband's inauguration, the shade' to hide the facial
press release read Hillary Rod- growth. Kennedy was playing a
ham Clinton, and she's been dirty trick, saying he couldn't
see his notes, so th~y had to
that ever since.''
Fine said that the distinc- keep turning up the lights [on
tion is, "Theresa Heinz doesn't the stage].''
Fine said that physical
use it as a feminist statement,
she's a widow. She's recogniz- attractiveness can occasionally
ing who she is - a mother of make or break a candidate.
three sons with the last name "Looks can draw attention
of Heinz and the woman in away from the real issues of
charge of the Heinz Founda- the campaign - look what the
media did with [Democratic
tion.'"
Physical attractiveness may, . hopeful Dennis] Kucinlch's .
however, be more important hair.''
In years that a debate has
when it comes to distinguishing candidates. James Schubert aired, the taller candidate in
of Northern Illinois University the presidential race has
and Margaret Curran of always won the White House
Richard Stockton College in - except in 1976, when Jimmy
New Jersey have compiled Carter won despite his;5-foot-9
research that shows what 1/2-irich height going against
physical features are consid- the 6-foot-tall Gerald Ford.
Kerry is the taller of the
ered attractive or desirable in a
candidate. According to their candidates this year, 'a nd Fine
research, voters look for what said he's pi:obably the more
are considered "powerful fea- att:i;active candidate as well.
tures," such as symmetrical When asked about Kerry's

"The most
attractive
president we've
ever-had was
Theodore
Roosevelt. He
really deserves
that recognition:'

Attack of the robots

The Future wants to hear
you! If you have a club,
"organization or event and
want your information to be
. considered for the Around
Campus column, send a fax to
407-447-4556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition.
.

1988

.Political prowess can be found in issues
and. speeches, also in hairstyles
and dress·
.
HEIDI A. DE VRIES

(entral 1loriba 1uture ·
The Student Newspap.er Serving UCF Since 1968

FRANKFURT, Germany ··'1
first U.S. soldier charged
with murder in Iraq is maintaining his innocence as he
faces hearings that could lead
to his court-martial for the
shooting of a man d~g the
hunt for Shiite cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr.' .
Capt. Rogelio M Maynule4
29, is due to appear today
before a U.S. military court in
. Hanau, outside Frankfurt, for a
military version of a U.S. grand
jury investigation.
Maynulet was charged June
12 with murder and dereliction
of duty for the suspected killing
ofan ''unidentified paramilitary · ;
member" May 21 near Kufa,
~outh of Baghdad.
·
He is not in custody.
~e

1992

Missing woman had upsetting
phone call before disappearance

1996

2000

2004

SALT LAKE CITY - The . l
last day her co-workers saw her,·
Lori Hacking w'as leaving work
early July 16, stunned and sobbii:ig after getting a phone call
Colleagues said Hacking
had been arranging for on-camp~ housing at the University of
•
North Carolina medical school '' •
and that they believe the school
was returning a call to say her
husband, Mark Hacking, was
not enrolled there, as he had
toldher. .
After she vanished, police
and ·family members learned
Mark Hacking had not even
graduated from coll~e.
Her husband. has become
. the focus of the police investi- .., ~·
gation.
·

ClintoKn tells revved-up Democrats
that (!ny would 'rally the wortd'

BOSTON - It was former
President Bill Clinton and his
wife who were the Democratic
convention's stars Monday.
New York Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton revved up the
packed convention hall by saying Kerry ''will lead the world,
· 'llOt alienate it.''
When the former president
took the stage, delegates
jumped up, screamed, applaudrumored Botox usage, Fine
ed and waved placards. Clinton
replied, "People might think of
this as being shallow. But we • quickly turned the focus to
insisting that Kerry would be a
really have a double standard
good commander in chief.
when it comes to these things
In keeping With the Democ- if women didn't get it, we
ratic convention strategy of
would look down on them.''
avoiding strong Bush-bashing,
Despite her reluctant supClinton jabbed the Republicans
port <>f Kerry's looks, she said
sharply on the economy, tax
tl~at he not the best-looking
cuts and corporate windfalls,
presidential hopeful by far.
"The most attractive president · while taking more subtle digs at
we've ever had was Theodore · the president himself.
Roosevelt. He really deserves
UK schoolbo~ sentenced to life
that recognition.''
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· .for stabbing fellow pupjl

LONDON - A 16-year-old
boy was sentenced to life
imprisonment Tuesday for the
stabbing murder of a fellow
pupil at a village schooL
'"
Judge
John
Goldring
ordered that Alan Pennell serve
a minimum of 12 years of the
life sentence.
~
Pennell was 15 when used a

'

flick knife to stab Luke Walmsley, 14, through the heart in a .~.
hallway at Birkbeck School in '>f
North Somercotes, eastern
England.
Pennell had claimed he
stabbed Walmsley in selfdefense, but a jury at NottingPLEASE SEE
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UCF Alumni
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specializing 1n:

· High and Low Lights • Perms
Straightening • Color• Color Correctton
Men and Women's Haircutting

1 O°lo DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY
Visit our new website at www.DoOrDyeSalon.com

( 12263UNIVERSITYBLVD.• ORLANDO,!fl32817• 407-658-2121
MON 12pm - Spm TUES-THURS 9am - Spm FRI 9am - Spm SAT 9am - 4pm SUN closed

[Ki®®t@ruJrr@[fl)~

The Ultimate i>ojo for your Digits
•XBox Gaming
•90" projector screens.
•42" HD screens.
•Wireless Internet.
•Open till 2AM on ttie
weekdays
•24Hrs on the weekend.

•Full Bar and Restaurant
•We are located above
"Chap~ers On Park"
at 358 N .. Park Ave.
Winter Park, FL. 32789.
•We have a tournament
every weekend!

wilw.THUMBFUGAMl~~G.COM 407 .46%.7875

New Grad Special
it•s all about... Pride. Tradition. People.
Joiri the over 10,000 other UCF graduates and become
a memt:>er of the UCF Alumni Association. ·
Men:ibership includes: great benefits, discounts, and
services, Pegasus magazine, invitations to social and
n~tworking events, career ~ervices through iplacement,
discounted rates at the Recreation and Wellness
Center, Young Alumni Club and much more.

For more details or to sign up
call (407) UCf-ALUM
or connei:t anytime at
www.ucfalumni.com.
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NOW 'AVAILABLE FOR·UP TO 66 .MONTHS!
see soles person for details.

t
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·2004NEW

p/Windows, p/locks, Side Airbags,
ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
.
& Much More! ·

Keyless Remote, arm

BEETL~
~~rbags, ABS,
p/Windows, P/l~l s, ~Much More!

.

,.

TURBO DIESELS

PER MONTH.
AVAILABLE
.h AC tax .tag and fees down.
· fior 66 mont s. · · ., ' .1
0% finanong See Salesperson for deta1 s~ .
..

BUY S249

.

.

.

IESElS

na::~Bll

PER J60NTH

and fees down .
hs W·.A·C., tax' .tag
·
fior
66
mont
0% fiinanc1ng See Salesperson for deta1 1s. .
.
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• 41rt50.ooo Mile aumuer-1~-aumuer warn~
• 51r1&0.ooo tile Powertratn warranw

41rt50 ooo Mile au•er-10-aumuer wanaft\1
: 51rt&o'.ooo Mile POwertrain warraft\1 ..

2004 All New GTI ,
p/locks 17" Alloys,
p/Win.dbows, ABS K:yless Remote,
Side .Air ags,
' 1
Alarm & Much More.

PER MONTH,
h WA C. tax tag and fees down.
· fi r 66 mont s · · ., · ·
0% finanong q See Salesperson for details.

HuGl sm~8~iL~·.
~' ~==~11£1 llm

MOOllS l\lllLK

1

pjWindows, pI Al , & Much More!
Key\ess Remote, arm
.

0.

.

-.

fo

.
otal down Includes 1st paym~~t,
* Leases are calculated. /'th ~~i~ense. See Salesperson for detmls.
0 sec deposit, tags, tit e an
RSAR1

41rt50 ooo Mile aumuer-10-au•er warranw
: 51rt&o'.ooo Mile POwertrail wanant1
2004 ALL ·NEW
PASSATGLS
tocks Side Airbags, ABS,

1
UgJtR~
~Ai
s BIG SUlC~OH!
R 48 MONTH
~

.

TURBO DIESELS·
· AVAILABLE

.

.

2004 NEW BEETLE

CONVERTIBLE

.

ug/tR~1YAiHS
fOR48MONT "

===•

S

.
. . $0 total down. Includes 1st payme~t,
* Leases are calculated. with ·d /' se See Salesperson for details.
0 sec. deposit, tags, title an icen .

.• 41rt5o.ooo Mile aumuer-1~-aumuer wananw
• 51r1&0.ooo •e POWertrall wanantv

p/Windows, p/loc~s, p/Top, Tilt,
Cruise, Coss~ Side ~::g~, ::~ More!
Key\ess Remote,
- MONTH +

UHNTHLY TAX

GO TOPl8SS!
30 TO ChOOS8 80111

fOR 48,MPNl~:i down Includes 1st payme~t.

.
* Leases·are

~alwlated. /1th ~~i~~nse. See Salesperson for details.

:to-au•er wanantv
_. 411150,000 Mlle aumuer-.
. • 51r1&0.ooo •e Powertratn
wananw
.
.
0 sec. deposit. tags~ tit e an

*Leases are calculated. with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, .tags, title and. license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 7/31/04

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER

rs!'FIRST
TIME
BUYER

We Cail Assist You With:
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rs!' CREDIT
PROBLEMS
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M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)
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· Higher Education

Nation & World

What's in the news at
colleges around the country
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ham Crown Court deliberated

Belarus orders private
university in Minsk dosed

for just four hours Monday
before finding him guilty of
·murder.

.

MINSK, Belarus - Belarusian authorities have ordered
closure of a university funded
largely from Western countries whom authoritarian
President
Alexander
Lukashenko often denounces
for meddling in the country,
the school's provost said
.
Tuesday.
The European Humanities
University is the second university to be shut down in the
past nine months.
Authorities criticized the
university for having Western
Etiropean and U.S. professors
lecture at the school.
Last fall, authorities shut
down the country's sole university that taught. Jewish
studies.
In March, Lukashenko
called for reforms in education to strengthen the government's position in that field,
saying there was a "battle for
the minds of our people"
going on in the coun~

ECU distance leaming indudes
Fayetteville worker in Iraq
GREENVILLE, N.C. East Carolina University
introduced Enoc Rodriguez,
32, of Fayetteville, on Monday
as the first East Carolina student to take courses in a war
zone through its online distance-learning program.
Rodriguez will be pursuing
a degree in information and
computer technology while
working as a civilian computer network administrator at a
military camp about an hour
south of Baghdad.
He has worked in Iraq for
the past five months. He
stopped in Greenville on the
tail end of a two-week vacation to sign up for class. In
Iraq, he'll pursue his coursework over the next seven
months.

Car salesman pleads guilty in
South Florida identity-theft ring
.

WEST PALM BEACH - A
car salesman pleaded guilty to
stealing credit card information from customers as part of
an identity theft scheme that
bilked nearly $lmillion from up
to 500 victims in the state.
Gary Marc, 34, pleaded
guilty Monday in Palm Beach
Comity Circuit Court to conspiracy to commit racketeering
and 10 counts of fraudulent use
ofpersonal identification information.
Mar,c stole credit card information from customers at car
dealerships in Broward and
Miami-Dade counties and sold
it to seven co-defendants, who
paid $100 per name.

Boy who "divorced" murderer · ·
father wants to help others .
CANTON, Mass. - A teen
who won a groundbreaking
..legal battle to "divorce" his
father - who murdered his
mother but tried to keep a hand
in the boy's affairs - says he
wants to make it easier for

other child victims of domestic
violence to do the same.
Patrick Holland, 14, said he
would advocate for a law in
Maslijachusetts that makes
domestic murder grounds for
termination of parental rights.
Five states have such laws.
Patrick was one of the first
\ children independently to initiate a termination proceeding
against one parent for killing
the other, despite the fact that
he had a permanent home with
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Waterford

"A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484

10069 University 81vd.
Orlando, FL 328i7
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty IDI

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery'' .

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

Stop by, call, or visit us onlinel www.allinbloom.com

(wire and delivery service excludes discount)

his legal guardians.

Murder trial in Alaska focuses on a
pickup truck's dashboard DVD
ANCHORAGE, Alaska Prosecutors have accused a
pickup truck's driver of second-degree murder for watching:~ movie instead of the road
when he crashed head-on into
theJeep. .
The pickup's driver, Erwin J.
Petterson Jr., denies using the
DVD player on Oct. 12, 2002
and contends he was only listening to music from a CD
when his truck crossed the
double yellow line along
Seward Highway and killed
two people.
Petterson, 29, is accused of
killing Robert Weiser, 60, and
his wife Donna Weiser, 56, of
Anchorage. In his truck was a
DVD player, speakers and a
·
Sony PlayStation 2.
-
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3 f REE
SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First~ti me guest.
One per customer. Local residents only.
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State-ot-lhe-Art ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand UP Beds
sunless Express Spa • Facial/Shoulder Tanners
Free Skin Jvpe Analvsis • All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio

Now Ever~hing
Comes Together In
One Neat Packagel

Start of school·means
smoking ban at SIUC
CARBONDALE, Ill. Southern Illinois University
will stomp out smoking on
much of the Carbondale campus this school year.
When school starts next
month, ·students, facwty ~d
staff will no longer be able to
smoke in residence halls or
within 25 feet of buildings on
·campus. The student center
will also stop selling tobacco
products. ·
The school plans to rely
largely on smokers to voluntarily follow the new rules
because enforcing the ban
would be time consuming
and costly, said Larry Dietz, .
vice chancellor for student
affairs and enrollment management.

UA administrators receive
higher pay raises than faculty
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. Top administrators at the
University of Arkansas flagship campus - with the
exception of the one at the
very top - got bigger raises
this year than m~st other
employees of the school.
Chancellor John A. White
didn't accept a raise, instead
passing on the money to his
vice chancellors. They got
raises ranging from 5 percent
to nearly 12 percent.
Most
staff members
received a. 2.7 percent raise,
while faculty and other
employees competed for
merit raises from a 2.7 percent
salary pool. Faculty and fop
administrators didn't receive
a raise last year.
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New Classes & Locations for TEST PREP
CHARLIE NEIBERGALL I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Former President Bill Clinton spoke to .delegates during the Democratic National
Convention at the FleetCenter in Bostofl, Monday, July 26, 2004. He and wife, Sen. Hillary
Clinton of New York were the stars of the show.Today, Kerry arrives at the convention.

Options at cafeteria ·
echo latest diet trends
Al
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ketplace plans to dish out
"I think it's great that they
are offering .more varieties,"
Stephens said. "It will bring
more people into meal plan that
way."
Swan sees the new program
as adding more value to his
meal-plan dollar.
''The meal plan is already a
great value," Swan says. ''Now I
can eat healthier for the same
price I spend on junk."

UNJVBRSITY OF CENT~ FLORIDA
CONTINUl,NG EDUCATION

www.ce.ucf.edu/te~tprep
Register onlinc and sec course
times, dates and locations.

Meals at the Marketplace for
those who are not enrolled in a
campus meal plan cost $5 for
breakfast, $6.25 for lunch, and
$7.25 for dinner: Meal plan
memberships for students living on campus start at $1,306;
plans for commuter students
start at $295.
Students can sign-up for
plans at the Marketplace office,
or call (407) 823-2651. The
breakdown of meal plans
offered at the Marketplace can
be found at http://www.ucfdining.com

-~

12000 COHealate wav

11651 Unlversnv Boulevard

11801 High Tech Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

New ~rantto help
historically black colleges
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. - U.S. Secretary of Education Rod Paige announced a
new $1 million grant to help
historically black colleges.
Paige, who addressed a
seminar of the NationaJ Association for Equal Opportunity.
in Higher Education on Sunday, said the federal grant will
help colleges enhance operations, better train senior executives ·and improve institutional governance.
Paige said more minority
teachers are desperately
needed. Only 10 percent of
the nation's 3 million teachers
are from minority communi. ties, he said. That is unacceptable, he said, considering that
more than 40 percent of students are from minority com·
munities.

$375

·sPECIAL

$795

LUNCH
MENU

CHOICE OF ONE:,

Wonton

~oup

(stuffed with chicken and shrimp)

or

SOUP OR·
APPETIZER

&ENTREE

CHOICE OF ONE EN'fREE:
Spicy Basil .
Shrimp E~lant
Stir-fried shrimp, eggp 7ni, onton, bell

Chicken Spring Roll

pepper, sweet bastl wtth sioeet clnll
paste sauce.

or
Small Mixed Salad

Ttlapia Fish

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford takes Town Center

407-382-8201

or

Golden brown Ttlapta fish fllet served
with house Black bean soup.

or

B.B.Q. Thai Country
SJ!le Chicken

Charcoal grlJed marinated chicken tight,
tn skewed and sweet cbtlt satu:e.

Critic's Choice
BEST THAI RESTAURANT
.,,

- Scott Joseph, Orlando Sen11nel
Foodie Award 2003 ,

• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Doily ·
• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi

• 99 Fully Equipped Suites

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

• Full Coble with Showtime

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

\

·~

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area
• Limited Maid Service

• Doily Housekeeping Service

\

• Pet Friendly
• 2 Meeting Rooms for
up to 40 People
• High Speed Internet Access

• Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant

\

"'Elvis
\-lives!
)) 1

LSAT

:

higher
test scores
·guaranteed

)~ 'Pies with King

\ )creative idea for
charity fundraiser
)
)

)

HEIDI A. DE VRIES

or your money back"

. StaffWriter
)J '

Elvis may be dead, but ¢at
doesn't mean he can't· help
stop heart disease.
·~
Twenty-four UCF teams are
raising money for the American Heart Association Heart
) Walk to fight heart disease and
> stroke in Central Florida.
Though many of the teams
are holding bake sales or col\ lecting spare change to meet
their fund-raising goals, the
UC,F Marketing Department
has snagged the help of The
}' King. Two interns have been
pimping .Elvis to raise the cash.
''We kinda go a little loopy
sometimes," advertising/pub~ lie relations major Amy
Schwartz said. She and digital
media/graphic design major
\ Kim Sickles have been charg. mg people 50 cents for a photo
with a cardboard cutout of
. Elvis himself. With a sign that
~ . hangs around his neck saying
"Elvis needs a new heart," the
two 20-year-olds have raised
> about $55 so far.
' .The idea was a spontaneous
one.
Both Schwartz and Sickles
l are interns in the University
·' ' Relations office, which already
was home to the life-size
cutout of Elvis, Schwartz said.
~ ~They adopted it as their own.
During the course of their
work in that office, the two
) became accustomed to occa·" sional computer problems that
caused them to call on Michael
Alford, a computer technician.
~ put whenever Alford arrived
1 to .help, the problems seemed

HEIDI A. DE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Amy Schwartz, left, and Kim Sickles jointly came up with the idea to use Elvis to raise money.

to fix themselves; his presence
alone appeared to do the trick.
Instead of a cutout of Elvis,
"We sJiould just have a big
cutout of Michael," Sickles
joked.
That's when they pasted a
picture of Alford over Elvis's
face. Amused by their ingenuity, the two women decided to
drag the cutout across campus
to share their handiwork with Alford's wife, who works in
another department.
Along the way, however,
they encountered people who
took note and commented on
the doctored Elvis figure.
"We realized people may
not know who Michael is, but
we knew they'd know who
Elvis was," Schwartz said.
They decided to try and capitalize on the idea. They
removed the image of Alford's
face, pulled out a digital camera and started charging people to have their picture taken
with the pop icon as a way to
start raising money for the
Heart Walk.
''At 5 p.m. on the dot, we
stood [outside Millican Hall];•
·Schwartz said. The two
stopped employees leaving for

the day and took pictures of
them and their co-workers,
collecting the money in a decorated tin can. (To see the photos, go to http://universitym.arketing.ucf.edu/elvis.html.
A co-captain of their fundraising team, Mayra Hoffman,
is proud of her interns for the
two days they spent gathering
a big chunk of the $450 raised
by the team so far. "Our goal is
$3,000, and they really pushed
us toward that with a great
idea." Hoffman has just put in
an order of "I heart UCF"
shirts, which also will benefit
the Heart Walk.
"We've been raising for a
month, and we have until September to turn in the money, so
I think we're going to make the
goal," Hoffman said The team
plans to continue its bake sales
and shirt sales and already has
the outlines of a rafile. It will
continue to offer pictures with
Elvis as an added incentive.
The Heart Walk takes place
Sept. 18 at Loch Haven Park.
Students and university neighbors are invited to walk along
with the teams. Call 407-8232504 for more information or
to sign up to participate.
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World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN
**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score·repott and your
course materials within 90 days.

1 ·800-KAP·.TEST
kaptest.com.

Your payments can be deferted for up to 12 months after graduation and you have up to 2Q years to repay.

See for yourself. Visit us at www.campusdoor.com or call 1.800.786.0002~

'

MCAT

LSAT: Classes Begin 8/21/04 & 9/1/04
GMAT: Classes Begin 8/26/04 & 9/26/04
GRE: Classes Begin 8/26/04 & 10/6/04
MCAT: Classes Begin 10/6/04 & 1/1.1/05

Our loan application is streamlined and online with approvals that take only a minute.

i

GRE

Attend all required classes or make-up ses~ions, complete all scheduled tests, "and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full rafund of your tuition~ * It's that sl.rnple.

Campus Door loans can cover up to 100°/o of the cost of education for unde~graduate and graduate students.

?

GMAT

For this summer, Greece is the word
Graduate dishes on
working at Olympics
Arin Sugarman is one of
seven UCF graduates given the
opportunity to put their recently earned degrees to the test in
Athens, Greece, where they will
be part of the hospitality team
serving Olympic athletes. This
is the first part of her running
diary from the Games.
When an American girl
first sets foot on foreign soil,
she can be scared, excited and
unsure of what to expect.
Before arriving in Greece, I
had the opportunity to take a
week-long
Mediterranean
cruise - a very nice graduation present from my dad and
. stepmom.
,
Everyone
remembers
"their first," and mine was
when I arrived in Genova,
Italy. I realized that everything
in Europe looks its age.
The buildings are old and
often rundown. Pipes can be
found on the outside of historic residences and government buildings, many of
which were constructed
before modern electricity.
I was also suprised to find
that the cobblestone streets
run in many different direc-

tions, which is very different
than the grid system we have
come to appreciate in the
States. Churches can be found
on almost every corner of any
large city and are often ornate
and filled with beautiful
works of art.
Even the pace of life is different. The fast-paced wofld
we have come to expect in
America is very different from
.the slow, leisurely pace of
Europe. Most Europeans still
take breaks in the middle of
the day to enjoy a nice lunch
or rest before returning to
work. Even major businesses,
banks and stores close so the
locals can enjoy this tradition,
which might shock the average American who is accustomed to businesses following
strict work hours.
The only Europeans I have
found to be in a hurry are the
cab drivers who roam the
winding alleys and narrow
streets. Many times I held on
for dear life in the back of a
cab, hoping the driver didn't
really have a death wish.

In fact, anyone who's evei:
said that New}York is the
hardest place/a ;frive a car
· has never been in Rome in the
middle of rush hour - without any traffic signals.
After 10 days of traveling it
was time for me to make my ·
way to Athens, where I will
spend the next three months
working for ARAMARK as a
team leader at the Summer
Olympics.
·
I knew very little about ·
what kind of accomodations
to expect and was a bit nervous about living in an extra
small, humid, stale, windowless hotel room - like those
found all over Europe.
So when I arrived in Vark- ·
iza, a beach resort town just
outside of Athens, I was
relieved to see three familiar
faces from UCF already hang:ing around my new home. We
had all arrived in Athens at
different times and by different means of tranportation,
but seeing them gave me the
confidence to know I would
make Greece my home for the
next few months.
Nevertheless, the accomodations in Varkiza exceed my
greatest expectatio.ris. The
resort is beautiful and is situated right on the. Aegean Sea.
The newly built, whitewashed cabana I will be shar-

ing with another UCF student
is 10 feet from white sand
beaches and crystal-clear
water. Ten· minutes away is a
town called Gifalda, where the
locals go to shop, dine and
party.
Interestingly enough, this
town is also home to a Starbucks, McDonald's, KFC,
Pizza Hut, TGI Friday's and an
Applebee's. This made me feel
a bit more at home, though I
have not yet been into any of
them to compare the food
here to the real thing we get in
the States. I plan to do that
soon, because even though the
local cuisine is wonderful,
every once in a while a girl is
in the mood for a good ol' Big
Mac.
For now I'm trying to settle
in. Some adjustments have
been harder then others, and I
look foward to learning as
much about this great country
as I can over the next three
mo,:iths.
I am also looking forward
to starting work. It's true what
we've been hearing; Athens is
not yet ready for the return of
the Games to their birthplace.
It will be interesting to see if
the Greeks live up to their
promise to get everything
done. at the last minute.
Arin Sugarman's diary will
continue in the Aµg. 16 issue.

UCF is proud of nearly 40 doctoral and appr·o ximately 600 master's students graduating this Summer.
They now have 2.2 million more reasons to celebrate their graduation.
.

.

Congratulations to our fl)ture millionaires
.

.

The latest Census Bureau study shows that people with a
bachelor's degree earn an ave~age of $1.2 million over the
course of their working lives. However,individu.als ~ho earn a
master's degree are expected to earn $2.5 million, and those
with a doctoral education will earn $3~4 milHon during their
working lives.

Major· Advantage
www.graduate.ucf.edu
graduate@mail.ud.edu
230 Millican Hall I 407.823.2766
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Crispers Presents ...
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Everyt:hing You Need
t:o Know About: College.

.... ______________ _

If you're a sweet freak, .you'll love our creamy cheesecakes. rich layer cakes, cookies, and brownies.
And then there are all the sundaes and milkshakes made with delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.
REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

ph (407) 673-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM ~ I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

Find out a bout Crispers restaurants, our growth and career
opportuniti~s at www.crispers.com
,
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Bring ir:i this coupon and enjoy one of
our outrageous desserts FREE with
your purchase of any garden-fresh
gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty
stacked sandwich.

ONE FREE DESSERT PER couPoN. ONE COUPON PER v1s1T.
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: FREE ice cream? ~~~ • ~
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ALAFAYA

. WATERFORD LAKES
555 N .ALAFAYA TRAIL

ONE FREE SOUP PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISIT.

• Free S'1Veets!

College isn't all fatburgers, pizza and substandard subs. Not when Crispers is so close to UCF.
Crispers is your quick, delicious alternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh
gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, and a dozen tempting soups, all made fresh every
single day

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK

(or $2.99 off chowders and gumbos)
\\ Nith pwrchase of any garden:.fresh gourmet
salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.
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Of course, your college career will be a wonderful voyage of discovery.
You'll have new learning experiences, expand your consci.o usness with
new courses, meet new people from just about 'all over the world. But one
of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to get
free food. You're in luck There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UCF campus: ..
and that's where you get the free food. See? You learned something already.

Use "the coupons. Come t:o Crispers.
·Get: free food.
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Purchase any fresh gourmet salad over $4.00
or hearty s~acked .sandwich and we'll give
you a FREE shake, cone, or sundae made with
delicious Publix Premium Ice Cream.
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responsible for the Web site. It
should be clearly stated on
every page along with a link to
the site's homepage.

Who ispayingfor the Web site

How can I tell

if the health·

information I am reading from
the Internet is reliable?
·
With the growirigi>opularity
of the Internet it has become
easier and faster to find health
information. Much of this information is valuable, however,
some isn't.
The Internet allows for the
\
rapid and widespread distribution of false and misleading
health information, so it is
~, import~dt fothrpeople to carf
y cons1 er e source o i.rnorrilation and to discuss the information they find with their
health-care provider. Listed
• below are tips that
help you
decide whether the health information you find on the Internet
.or receive via e-mail from a Web
site is likely to be accurate as
well as reliable.

,:!111-

1

can

.i.

I

Who is responsible for maintaining the Web site?
First try to find out who is

Week in Science
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Link between obesity, overeating
and addiction found
Mounting evidence sug} · gests chronic overeating can
" ' be a form of substance abuse,
according to researchers at
University of Florida
The researchers have
shown that illicit drugs snare
users because they engage
brain pathways associated
with appetite and the enjoyment of food Four UF studies
suggest a link between
f ; overeating, obesity and addiction and could lead to treatments for people struggling
· with weight problems, alco.f holism or drug use.
Obesity is the second leading cause of premature death
in the United States and"is predicted to overtake tobacco use
as the No. 1 cause within a few
years.

New method developed
to fight SARS
~'

I\>

!~

1J-

Human antibodies that
thwart the SARS virus in mice
can be mass-produced quickly
using a new laboratory technique developed by an intema-

or what is its source offunding?
To run a Web Site can be
costly. The site's source of funding should also be clearly stated
For example, Web addresses
ending in ".gov'' are federal government-sponsored sites, ".edu"
indicates educational institutions, ".org" is often used by
noncommercial organizations,
and ".com" denotes commercial
organizations. Remember the
source of funding can affect
what content is presented, how
it is presented, and the goal the
owners of the Web site want to
accomplish.

What is the purpose of the
Website?
Many sites .have a link to
information regarding the site.
You may find the purpose of the
site at the link ''.About This Site."
It should state the purpose
clearly and help you to discern
the trustworthiness of the information the site provides.
How is the information on the

Web site documented and
· reviewed before it is posted?
The site should identify the
evidence from which the information is based. Medical facts
should have references, such
citations from medical journals.
Advice and opinions should be
set apart from evidence-based
information. Health-related
Web sites ·should give information about the medical credentials of the people who prepare
or review the material on the
Website.
How current is the infqrmation on the Web site?

as

tional research team collabo·r ating with the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases.
The new technique could
help develop SARS-specific
antibodies that would help
people recently exposed to the
SARS virus. It can also make
possible the development of a
similar approach to prevent or
treat other illnesses such as
IDV/AIDS and hepatitis C.
Antibodies are made by
special immune system cells
call B cells. They are turned on
by encounters to a new or
repeat foreign "invader."

Mutant strains
not sci-fi anymore
A fast-spreading mutant
strain of syphilis has proved
resistant to the antibiotic pills
commonly used by patients.
Researchers at the University of Washington in Seattle
have found at least 10 percent
of syphilis samples from
patients at sexually transmitted disease clinics in four cities
had a strain resistant to the
antibiotic
azithromycin.
Experts say doctors should
switch to penicillin or other
antibiotics instead. But some
of those antibiotics can cause
nausea and other undesirable
side effects and must be taken

Technical.
.Training

, Web sites should be
reviewed and updated on a regular basis. It is essential that
medical information be current
and that the most recent update .
or review date be dearly posted
Even if the information has not
changed, it is helpful to know
that the site owners have
reviewed it recently to ensure
the validity of the information.
How does the Web site choose
links to other sites?
Reliable Web sites will have a
policies about how they establish links to other sites. Some
medical Web sites take a conservative approach and will not
link to any other sites; some link
to any site that asks or pays for a
link; others will link only to sites
that have met certain criteria

Need a certification
to get the job of
your dreams? ·
We'll train you!
100's of
courses
to
choose
from.

We provide
training for ...

MCSE

MCDBA ·

What information about
users does the Web site collect?
Web sites sometimes will

-CCNA
A+

track the path users take
through their sites. to discern
what pages are being used. ·
Many health~related Web sites
will ask a user to "subscribe" or
"become a member:• Web sites
may do this so·they can collect a
user fee or membership that
will allow personal information
about the user to be collected by
Web site owners.
Review the information with
a health-care provider who
knows you and can help you to
assess the information you have
obtained
You may access the Student
Health Center's Web site at ·
http://www.shs.ucf.edu/ and
fmd health information at 24/7
WEB MED and at links/downloads.

Financial Aid Includes:
Loan Assistance, Deferred
Payment Plan, Workforce
Development, Veteran's
Assistance, and Tuition
Reimbursement Assistance. ·

CIW
Security+
Network+
... And many
more

UNIVERSITY OF C&'ll'TRAL FLORIO!\
Col'" TINV tNU Eouc A·r10N

407 .882.0260
www.ce.ucf.edu
In the future, someon.e wm
start a company in their garage
that takes 300/o market share

E-mail your questions to
askadoc@mail.ucf.edu

for a fonger period of time.
Syphilis decreased in the
United States through the
1990s, then increased 19 percent from 2000 to 2003,
according to the Centers for
Disease Control. Scientist still
are uncertain ·about how
mutant strains rise.

Allergic to pets? It may be
your neighbors'fault.
Detectable levels of dog and
cat allergens are universally
present in U.S. homes, according to scientists at the National
lqstitute of Environmental
Health Sciences.
Their study found that
although allergen levels were
considerably higher in homes
with an indoor dog or cat, levels associated with an
increased risk of allergic sensitization were common even in
homes without pets. In addition, the researchers found that
dog and cat allergen levels
were higher amo~g households belonging to demographic groups in which dog or
cat ownership was more
prevalent,
regardless
of
whether or not the household
had an indoor pet.
Hence, avoiding allergens
by pet-allergic patients in communities with high levels of
pet ownership may not be easy.

Your future is up to you. And

as your education partner,
\ .

Troy University is ready to take you there: 1ROY.offers the

· classes and programs you're looking for in places ranging·

from military bases and civilian sites overseas to your
living room downstairs, and 58 locations in betw~;
~

These are just a few of_the ·ways we he~ you a~:ve
your dreams. Whatever - and whenever - ~ey

are.
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UNIVERSITY.

range of graduate cour:ses on-site arid 1000/o online under• '
graduate ~to fit yourbusy schedule. For more infu.rmation;

A future of opport;ii.:ifities.
l-SOQ-41 l-1260
www~ t.s u (I. e d-ti .

call or visit us online,

NOW

REGIS T ERING

FOR

OUR

UPCOMING

TERM

10 minutes • No Ai;:!pointments

FREE
Professional

·car W8sh Will
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Troy Univefsi.ty's Orlando Campus conveniently offers a full

·Programs
with art a
UCF priority'
approved,
construction
would begin in 2007-2008.
Also included is the long-discussed Florida Center for the
Arts and Education, a downtown performing ·a rts center ·
with a hoped-for opening in
2008-2009; an Arts Complex
III for music in 2010-20ll; a .
renovation of the Colbourn
Hall along with construction
of a building for film in 20ll2012; renovation of the theater
building in 2012-2013; and
construction of a simulation
and training building in 20122013.
Meanwhile, UCF already
has moved ahead to raise its
profile in the visual and
graphic arts.
Last summer UCF christened a School of Film and
Digital Media. This year that
new school has entered into a
partnership with Electronic
Arts, a .major video game distributor that has produced
such popular games as Madden NFL Football, to create the
Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy. The new
academy is funded in part by a
$4.2 million gr~t from the
Florida Legislature.

. '

DI Change!
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.

We are the jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year!

~

~=·

thlversity Blvd

E!lst Cblcnial Drive

1~

·-------------------------------·
Jiffv Lube signature oil change
• Change oil with
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
• Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior ·
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

• Check & fill transmis-.
sion I transaxel fluid
•Check & fill
differe ntial fluid
• Check & fill power
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure

on/$21.''
.ilm
-

VISA

Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/100th of a cent. Coupon must be presented
at time of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles.

·-------------------------------~
=~:
(497) 657-1222
~----~

•

University Of Central Florida

Transpprtat1on
Services.

"'

Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
• Call atowtruck
• Inflate tires
·Give directions

• Pegasps Pointe.
• Pegasus Landing
• JeffersoA (ommons
·Village at Alafaya Club
·Village at Science Drive
•University House
• Boardwalk

·Research Park
•College Station
·Arbor Apartments
• C0llegiate Village Inn
• Northgate Lakes
· • Riverwind
• Tivoli

*Shuttle operat~s on class day~ onty1except ~aturdays ·

Order your parking
permit online at
.

www.parking~ud.edu

(complete instructi.ons
are online)
·

Pay for your permit
• Avoid the lines. Pay ontine with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you.
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online! .
·www. parking. ucf~edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
· Student Escort Patrol Service (S.E.~S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424 -

2004-05 parking permits will be available July 19, 2004.

.J
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No. 7 Tavaris Capers
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Days until the UCF
football season
begins

/

•

~-·

~ow I've longed to

be
ESPN's Ron Burgundy

113

Days until the UCF
basketball season
begins

7

Days until the UCF
volleyball season
begins

Wide receivers
look for
•
success m
new system

·•.
Days until the UCF
men's soccer season
begins

25,(.
Days until the UCF
women's soccer
season begins

3riefs
As the 2004 season
approaches, the
women's soccer
team will head to
Europe for a series of
exhibition games.
During their 11-day
trip across the
•
Atlantic, the ladies
will face teams from
London, the
Netherlands and
Germany. ·

Upcoming
Orlando Speed World
in Bithlo will host
1 Street Legal
Midnight Drags on
August 7 from 10
p.m. to 2 a.m.
Unfortunately, there'
are currently no
figure-eight bus
races planned.

Quotables
"If you want to get
guys to play to their
best ability and play
at their peak performance, you've got
to create some type
of competition."

ERIC KERNISH
Contributing Writer

During the offseason, the
UCF Football team experienced several changes in its
coaching staff.
The one change that could
possibly make the biggest
impact on the Knights' offense
was the hiring of new wide
receivers coach D.J. McCarthy.
Not only does he bring experience and knowledge of the
position to the Knights, but
also his reputation for <level- ·
oping stars out of the receivers
he coaches.
One of McCarthy's biggest
accomplishments · as
a
receivers coach was during his
tenure at Nevada, where he

worked since 2000. He was
credited for the growth and
development of wide receiver
Nate Burelson, who in 2002
caught a record-setting 138
passes to lead the nation in
receptions. Burelson went on
to set manyNevada and Western Athletic Conference
records, all under the guidance
of McCarthy. Currently, he is
playing in the NFL for the
Minnesota Vikings. Two other
Nevada
wide
receivers
coached by McCarthy, Maurice Mann and Willie Johnson,
also accomplished making it to
the NFL ·ranks.
Accordillg to McCarthy, the
wide receivers he is working
with at UCF possess a sufficient amount of talent, causing

BRETT HART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior Luther Huggins made 26 receptions for 375 yards and two touchdowns last season.

an intense competition among
them. He believes the .competition will ultimately influence
them to play at a higher level
in 2004.
"If you want to get guys to
play to their best ability and
play at their peak performance, you've got to create some
type
of
competition,"
McCarthy said. "I think with
the depth that we have at this
position, the guys competing
against each other will want to
be the best."

McCarthy says the group of
receivers he has inherited, particularly Tavaris Capers,
Luther Huggins and Brandon
Marshall, has made his job a
lot easier. McCarthy credits
former UCF wide receiver
coach Sean Beckton for turning them into solid players.
"I came into a great situation," McCarthy said. "I
thought all three of those guys
were coached ~ell by their
PLEASE SEE CAPERS ON A11

-UCFWIDE
RECEIVERCOACH
DJ. MCCARTHY
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Sports Editor

Dare I
. ?. .
dreatn
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ASHLEY BURNS

"We have mobile
quarterbacks this
year, and that's a big
plus we didn't have
last year."

State & Nation
' Bowden's bunch ACC favorite

- WIDERECEIVER
LUTHER HUGGINS

KIM WALKER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Bobby Bowden's Florida State Seminoles were named the ACC preseason favorite by the media.

GREENSBORO, N.C.
Score an early victory for Florida State against its in-state rival.
The Seminoles, who are
expected to have their Atlantic
Coast Conference dominance
challenged by the arrivals of
Miami and Virginia Tech, were
picked Monday to win the
. league race yet again. Florida
State earned 49 first-place votes
from an 88-member media
panel at the ACC Football Kickoff, edging the Hurricanes by
just 12 poffits.
The Seminoles have been
voted the preseason favorite
every year sinc;e opening ACC
play in 1992. The Seminoles
have gone on to win the league
title in ll of 12 seasons since,
including two national championships.
But Florida State coach
Bobby Bowde~ didn't seem to

take any additional significance
for being picked over the Hurri·
·
canes.
"Nobody does the preseason
better than me," joked Bowden,
the winningest coach in Div. I-A
history with 342 victories. "I am
the preseason champ. I haven't
got a trophy to show for it yet."
Florida State and Miami which earned 36 first-place
votes - won't have to wait long
for their first conference scrap.
The teams meet in a Labor 'Day
opener, a game that will give the
winner an early start in the race
for the league title and a berth in
the Bowl Championship Series.
"We're going to find out early
what we're all about," Miami
Coach Larry Coker said.
Virginia and Clemson earned
the remaining first-place votes,
finishing third and fourth in the
balloting, respectively. Maryland was fifth, followed by the
Hokies, who left the Big East
PLEASESEE

MIAMI ONAlO

I've never been a big fan of reality
televiSion.
In fact, I downright loathe it.
The Swan, Trading Spouses and
Blow Out are just three of the reasons I long for the days of Balki. Bartokomqus, Alf and Steve UrkeL They
might have been characters on
incredibly corny sitcoms, but at least
they were creative.
That's why ESPN has always been
my savior. The only reality I need is
sports. But then a year ago ESPN
·threw its hat into the reality ring and
lost a huge chunk of its network
integrity when it released Dream
· fob.
The premise, much like every
other piece of reality nonsense on
TV, is simple: Twelve starry-eyed
contestants battle for an anchor spot
on SportsCenter and a brand new
Mazda
I'll admit I watched every episode
last season. The comedy was amazing. .
Watching these losers ·politely
battle each other and pretend like
they were friends was almost as
entertaining as watching them all
display their enormous lack of talent.
I'll also admit that I've got a bit of
a chip on my shoulder when it comes
to Dream Job. Last year, ESPN was in
Tampa on Oct. 4, casting for the
show's premier season. Where was I?
I was watching UCF football barely
- and I mean barely - pull off a win
over Buffalo.
·
Basically I chose to stay in Orlando and watch my Knights beat the
worst team in the nation in the ugliest game I've ever seen instead of
chasing a chance to fulfill my sports
anchor dreams.
Hi, my name is Ashley and I'm a
complete mar.on.
But now the chance is back. This
Friday at MGM Studios in Orlando,
ESPN is casting for the second season of Dream Job. Thousands of
Central Florida hopefuls will be
spouting horribly contrived sports
cliches with the hopes of becoming
the next Chris Berman.
Do I think I stand a chance? Who
cares?
If I make it, cool. Ifl don't make it,
at least I'll get to sit in line for 10
hours and laugh at all of the crack
heads who don't have the slightest
grip on reality.
The crop oflosers that went to the
casting calls last year was downright
hilarious. Anchorman was one
ridiculously funny movie and it only
came out a few weeks ago, but I think
Will Ferrell might have found his
inspiration watching some of the
Dream fob auditions. .
Who am I kidding? Put me in that
same situation and I'd probably
come off looking like a complete
monkey, too. If I'm going down in
flames, though, 'rd rather do it with
some flair.
Maybe I'll grow a porn-star mustache or I'll wear a pair of packless
chaps. Maybe I'll talk the entire time
with a horrible German accent or
maybe I'll mime my parts. Maybe I'll
bring a live lobster and introduce
him as my spouse, or maybe I'll just
recite lines from Anchorman the
entire time.
If, by some glorious act of God, I
manage to get on the show, there's
one thing I'll steer clear of. One part
of the first season of Dream Job. actually damaged me mentally. With only
a few weeks left in the season, it was
revealed that contestant Mike Hall
was serving more than just sports to
fellow Dream fob castmember Maggie Haskins.
If you're going to be a sports
anchor for ESPN, you need to have
some decency and taste.
Maybe I'm lacking in the decency
department, but I've got taste. I've
got class, too. Class goes a long way
in contests like these.
You stay classy, Central Florida
Ashley Bums can be rea~ed at
sports@UCFnews.com

Miami enrolls a felon while

Florida suspends scuftlers
University of
Florida football
Coach Ron Zook
suspended ·
linebacker
Channing
Crowder and
safety Jarvis
Herring for the
first game of the
season for their
roles in an
altercation
outside a
Gainesville
nightdub.
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tough conditions on the star
linebacker who has a lengthy
Conference with Miami to
arrest record the .school was
join the ACC.
.
unaware of when it offered
North Carolina State was· him a scholarship.
picked seventh, with Georgia
In a letter announcing the
decision, university president
Tech, Wake Forest, North
Carolina and Duke rounding
Donna Shalala said the school
out the field.
has "placed the bar high" for
Miami and Virginia Tech
Williams, considered the top
officially joined the ACC on . high-school linebacker by
many recruiting services.
July 1, leaving the Big East
Conference in a contentious
"There will be academic
process that ended last sumconditions that he must meet
mer. Boston College will
to play football at Miami," Shabecome the ACC's 12th memlala wrote in the letter released
ber next year, giving the
to the campus community
league the number of teams
Tuesday. ''.Additionally, he will
required for a lucrative conparticipate in a program that
ference title game.
we provide for all athletes that
'The ambitious plan by
provides mentoring, construeACC commissioner John . tive counseling and monitorSwofford was designed to
ing of their behavior - both
make the league - once
on and off campus.
Williams' attorney, Paul
known as a basketball conference - the nation's best in
Lazarus, said he is "thrilled"
football. At the very least, it
over Miami's acceptance of his
has created an interesting · client and agrees with the conrace for the title and bowl
ditions the school imposed.
bids this year.
"I think that will be the best
The league gets two of the
thing for him," Lazarus said. "I
nation's most successful proexpect him to fulfill all of his
obligations to all segments· of
grams in the past five years in
Miami and .Virginia Tech.
society."
The Hurricanes have won 55
Athletic Director Paul Dee
games and a national champiand Coach Larry Coker schedonship, while also reaching a
uled a news conference later
title game during that time
Tuesday,
with Williams
The Hokies, meanwhile,
expected to attend.
The 6-foot-2-inch, 225won 48 games and reached
the title game in 1999.
pound Williams pleaded no
In addition to Florida
contest earlier this summer in
State, the new additions will
two separate episodes that
face a league with five other
occurred in Gainesville during
teams - Virginia, Clemson,
his official visit to Florida, one
Maryland, N.C. State and
of his many pursuers. He faced
Georgia Tech - coming off
a felony count of setting off fire
bowl victories.
extinguishers at his hotel,
"I'm not looking forward
along with a misdemeanor batto these guys, because they're
tery charge for hugging a ·
good," Coker said. "I think the
woman without consent.
league is very balanced and
Each plea resulted in a
very good from top to botyear's probation being levied
tom. I definitely think it's
against Williams, whose arrest
more than a two-team race.
record dates back to 1999,
Several coaches have said
mainly for theft and burglary.
Florida State's arrival in the
What happened in Gainesville
ACC before the 1992 season
could have sent Williams to
forced the rest of the league
jail for a year; he was already
on probation for a 2002 felony
to improve to bridge the gap
between the programs. This
burglary charge.
year's expansion could proA University of Mi~i
duce a similar result, they
panel ultimately recommendsaid.
ed that the school admit the
"I think everybody in the
Parade All-American.
conference will get better
"They brought broad expebecause everybody will
rience in reading complicated
recruit better," Virginia Tech · admissions
applications,
Coach Frank Beamer said.
which in this case revealed a
"In the end you've just got
more accurate picture of a
to be able to beat [Florida
young man than what you have
State and Miami]. I think
we're probably getting closer
all the time...; But I want to
tell you, when you line up
against Miami, it's a day's
work."
·
. This year, competition for
bowl berths will be intense.
Despite adding two more
teams, the league still has
only six bowl bids.
Last year, Georgia Tech
earned a bowl invitation at 66, while Virginia and N.C.
State earned invitations at 7-5.
Those records probably
won't be good enough to earn
a bid in 2004.
"It's like the Kentucky
Derby," Maryland Coach
Ralph Friedgen said. "There's
a lot of good horses in this
race. That's what's going to
make it such a good race."
FROM A9

read to date," Shalala wrote.
Williams had 83 tackles and
18 sacks last season, helping
Miami , Carol City win the
Florida Class ()A title. His
arrest record and the complaints levied against him in
Gainesville were revealed Feb.
4, the same day Williams
signed his letter of intent to
enroll at Miami."
Miami freshmen report to
camp Aug. 9, with practice
scheduled to begin the next
day. The Hurricanes open the
season, their first in the
Atlantic Coast Conference, on
Sept. 6 against Florida State.

Zook suspends violent Gators
GAINESVILLE
The
Florida Gators suspended linebacker Channing Crowder and
· safety Jarvis Herring fot the
season opener after both were
arrested for scuffling with
police outside a local nightclub
earlier this summer._ the team
said Tuesday
The Gators open the 2004
season at home against Middle
Tennessee on Sept. 4.
Crowder, the SEC Freshman Defensive Player of the
Year, was charged with disorderly conduct after he got into
a loud argument outside The
Palace nightclub, a Gainesville
police report said. Herring was
charged with resisting or
obstructing without violence.
Police said Crowder got
into two arguments during the
incident and later led police on
a foot chase when the linebacker followe<;l one of the
men he was arguing with. One
officer fell during the chase
and Crowder later refused to
put his hands behind his back.
when police tried to handcuff
him, the report said.
Crowder had been arrested
outside the same bar last year
for allegedly beating a man
unconscious.
According to the report,
Herring "repeatedly interfered" with the officers as they
tried to arrest Crowder. He
also refused officers' commands to leave the area.
Crowder led ali freshmen
nationally with 9.6 tackles per
game. Herring played in 11
games last season, registering
24 tackles.
The Gators open fall practice on Aug. 9.
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WmtlH~iSl
50 CARS SOLD!
CALL US AT (407) 851-3800
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM
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Join Us·for Happy Hour
4- 7 pm ti 10 pm.-Close

1/2 Price
Mixed Drinks

$
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'Canes criminal will enroll
MIAMI - Miami will
, admit top recruit Willie
Williams, but will impose
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Capers led UCF in receiving in 2003
FROM

A9 '

former coach. He did a good
job, and now it's my job to
make sure that I can continue
the way he left off and try to
-t_. >
. take them to another level."
, The Knights plan to go with
seniors Capers and Huggins as
the team's starting tandem for
the second straight year. In
2003, both were asked to take
, on the ,huge job of replacing
starting receivers'
'• , former
Doug Gabriel and Jimmy
, Fryzel. As both receivers soon
learned, replacing them was
not going to be simple.
As it turned out, neither
receiver had a great 2003 season due to the inconsistency
, , of the Knights' offense, namely the quarterback position.
This year, Capers and Huggins'
are both eager to get out on
' the field and prove to everyone what they are truly capable of.
, ,
After leading the team in
, both receptions (67), yards
(585) and touc;hdowns (7) in
2003, Capers is being looked
upon to play a large role in the
1 offense once again. In contrast
, to last season, the Knights
hope to see Capers use his
deep speed more often and
make bigger plays. Last year he
averaged a trifling 8.7 yards
per catch, the lowest average
out of any current wide receiver who caught more ~han 10
passes in 2003.
Huggins is another player
expected to have a stellar sea.,.
son. After catching only 26
passes for 375 yards and two
touchdowns last year, he will
be looked upon to play a more
significant role on offense, and
will most likely remain the No.
·
2 receiver.
With · both Huggins and
Capers playing together for so
, long, the two have built chemistry on the field. Huggins says
because they played in high
school together, they both
have a good idea what each
other of them will do during
games.
"We just know everything
'* about each other since we've

•••
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Master of Public Health
Earn this marketable degree
at Florida's most prestigious
university!
• MPH Graduate program
• 15 credit certificate program

TI1e UF College oJ"Public IIealth and Health
Professions now offers the complete breadth
of training 'needed for graduates to succeed
in the rewarding public health environment

l

Co~centrations

•
•
•
•

in!

Biostatistics
l?;pidemiology
Management & Policy
F.nvtron.mental Health

• Social.& Behavioral Sciences

For more information
about the program:

phone • 352-273-6443
email• mph@phhp.ufl.edu
web· www.mph.ufl.edu

HEATHER GLEN APARTMENTS

C.IFE HERE IS
JUST CO'
,

GREAT

BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior wide receiver Brandon Marshall had a breakout game against FAU last season, catching five passes for 104 yards and one touchdown.

· been t0gether for so long,"
Huggins said. "We're always
trying to encourage each other.
, If we make good plays, we congratulate each other. We make
each other feel good, and then
when we're down, we try to
pick. each other up. We're out
there for each other."
Another receiver who
excites the coaches is junior
Brandon Marshall. In 2003, he
showed signs of potenti:;tl, finishing the season with 28
·receptions for 377 yards, along
with a pair of touchdowns. In
the game against FAU, Marshall showed his capabilities
by compiling 104 yards on five
receptions, including a 29-yard
touchdown catch in the second quarter.
The Knights believe running a balanced offense will
provide the passing game with
more opportunities for big
plays. However, they know it
won't be easy without the arm
of former UCF quarterback
Ryan Schneider.

"You can't replace a Ryan
Schneider," Huggins said. "I
mean, he was like one of the
greatest quarterbacks, other
than Daunte [Culpepper], to
come through Central Florida.
But I think our offense this
year compleµients our quarterbacks, because it mixes in
the run and the pass. it's not
just a sling-the-ball-all-day
type of offense. We have
mobile quarterbacks this year,
and that's a big plus we didn't
have last year."
Also looking to contribute
to the offense in 2004 is sophomore receiver Mike Walker.
As a . freshman he caught 21
receptions for 337 yards. .
According to the coaching
staff, Walker has the potential
to be one of the best receivers
on the team when all is said
and.done.
Andre Sumpter, who is
coming off a season-ending
knee injury, will also plan to
earn playing time. He is considered to be very talented, but

how well he recovers from his
injliry is the big question. The
answer will determine just
how much he plays.
Sophomore Brooks Turner
and junior Al Peterson are also
on the WR depth chart, and
will compete for playing time.
Freshman Sergiori Joachim
and Chris Narsesian also plan
to be in the mix.
The possibility of how good
this receiving core can be in
2004 has become a pleasant
distraction for McCarthy. He
says just thinking about it
causes him to get all wound up.
''I'm so excited about this
group that I'm working with
that it's hard for me to sleep at
night," McCarthy said. "I like
them because they want to be
the best, they want to be
together, they compete agairist
each other and they push each
other. They listen to what you
tell them because they believe .
in what you're saying. It's just a
pleasure to work with these
kids."

MOVE-IN

SpeciQlsl*.

1 &2
Bedroom
Floorplans*

NO APPLICATION
FEEi*

when you mention this ad!

HEATHER GLEN
APARTMENTS
Located 1 mile from UCF on University
Blvd between Rouse and Dean.
10801 Hea1'her Ridge Circle • Orlando, FL 32817

407. 657. 0011

to always have m,o ney
1) Never spend any.
2) Donate plasma.
Earn S180/month donating
/

(MPH)
at UF

your life-saving plasma.
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OUR STANCE

Eloquent but not
appropriate
U

CF student Erika Dunlap
is beautiful, talented and
elegant. She has accom- .
plished what many women her
age only dream of.
She's been a distinguished
guest at a variety of events and
a generously symbolic Miss
America - she spent last
Thanksgiving not with her family, but singing to American soldiers in Kuwait.
·
If any university was welcoming a Miss America to
speak, it would be an event to
remember. To have her speak at
Saturday's commencement for
graduates of the Colleges of
Arts and Sciences and Education is a proud moment, and
one that any university would
be honored to share with its
graduates.
Dan Holsenbeck, the vice
president of University Relations, chooses the graduation
speakers, though President John
Hitt has final approval. Holsenbeck asked, "How many Miss
· Americas do we have a year,
and how many do you have at
UCF?"
Dunlap is probably the second most well-known person to
ever speak at a UCF graduation.
She and President Richard
Nixon are in a rare group that
doesn't include local periodontists, political propagandists
and homophobic politicians,
such as last spring's commencement speakers Geraldine Ferris,
Dave Weldon and Allen Trovillion, respectively.
I

Ferris is a member of the
versity, "This afternoon, I
Board of Trustees, and spoke to solemnly promise that these
graduates of her volunteer work have not been the best years of
overseas. However, many stuyour lives. The truth is that
deJJ.tS were unaware as to what
people who look back to college
a periodontist was. Weldon
as the peak experience have
spent his speech telling graduhad the dreariest of adulthoods."
ates to vote Bush/Cheney in
November, something even ,.
For Dunlap, this year would
Vice President Dick Cheney
surely rank among her peak
himself didn't do when he
experiences.
President George W. Bush
spoke at Florida St~tE: University's commencement. Trovillion, famously told "C" students at
a state representative, previous- his Yale alma mater .t hat they,
too, could become president of
ly told a group of gay students
who showed up to lobby him in the United States.
his Tallahassee office that God
The most Dunlap would be
would "destroy" them and "a lot able to say is that those who are
of others" for supporting gay
as talented, pretty and smart as
her could be Miss America rights.
Yet, despite the fact that
something most people already
Dunlap is prominent, non-parti- know, something few Knights
san and not controversial, stucan reasonably hope to become.
Yet Holsenbeck still insists
dents would be justified.in feelthat those who think a graduaing cheated by the loss of any
tion speaker should be a graduadvice concerning life beyond
ate are "uninformed and naive."
textbooks and professors.
Miss America is a worthy
Dunlap is still a student at
speaker in the proper setting,
UCF. She still needs to finish
her senior year to receive her
Those leaving the campus
degree in advertising/public
cocoon, however, need more
relations.
than just a pretty face and an
The traditional purpose of a
uplifting message. They need
graduation speaker is to inspire true advice and shared experigraduates on life in the "real
ences.
world" - full-time careers,
.Even if the relative
families and paying off those
unknowns that UCF normally
student loans. Dunlap, while
chooses for its commencement
accomplished, knows as little of speakers don't always give legitthese subjects as her peers and
imate advice, UCF shouldn't
compound the error by choosclassmates who will hear her
speak at Saturday's graduation.
ing someone whose advice is so
· Writer Ellen Goodman told
limited, no matter her or the
graduates at Northeastern Uni- · university's intent.

OUR STANCE

Lance Armstrong:
A true poster boy
I

Still, amidst the prima donn a time when athletes are
treated like gods and are
nas there are some who do rise
the modern-day heroes of
above the rest by excelling both
children and grownups alike,
on and off the field. Lance Armfew actually live up to the admi- strong is such an athlete.
ration they are given.
Cycling, of course, isn't the
Most of these titans use their most popular spectator sport in
fame, wealth and status to live· a America Rough calculations
life much different from the
would probably place it in
norm. They exist under a differ- 297th position - somewhere
ent set of rules, where their
behind bass fishing and log cutaccomplishments on the court
ting.
Despite that, probably 3-of-4
and the field outweigh everything else.
Americans know who ArmThey behave much the same . strong is. They know what he's
as they did in high school and
done. What they J,ikely don't
college. They knew they didn't
know is what Armstrong has
have to get good grades - or
overcome to become what he is
today - the first six-time wineven attend class.
ner of the Tour de France.
As long as tliey excelled on
the field and wore the school's
Armstrong was diagnosed in
colors, some coach or adminis1996 with an aggressive form of
trator would see to it that they
testicular cancer and was given
always were able to wear a jera 50-percent chance of survival.
sey and impress some alumni.
Beyond cycling, not dying was
Truly a pathetic role model
his chief ccmcern. In any case,
Isn't anyone getting tired of
he survived, and slowly worked
worshipping these same tarhis way back.
nished figures? When do we
In just two short years he
draw the line about whose
would be wearing the yellow
poster we choose to put up on
winner's jersey, becoming only
the wall?
" the second American ever to
Record breakers aren't so
win the Tour de France endearing himself to millions
impressive when they have to
flagrantly use steroids to hit a
around the world.
little ball over a fence. On-field
He's become an·American
brawls and battered spouses
ambassador to a world not too
don't exactly paint a picture
keen.on Alnericans as o&late.
that most people would want
His success is evident. Thou:their children to witness.
sands of French spectators

along the tour route were waving the flags of the United
States and Armstrong's native
Texas, for goodness sake.
Armstrong has denied ever
using performance enhancing
drugs, and accusations from as
far back as 1999 have yet to gain
any credibility.
The press has never reported
on Armstrong being in a brawl,
and he's never h~d a mug shot
appear in the morning paper.
He never quit and that is
something special.
Let's see, here's a man successful on the field. Here's a
man who has avoided some of
the·pitfalls that other superstars
have fallen into off the field
Oh yes, the last piece of the
puzzle is always the cash. After
all, who doesn't dream of superstardom without picturing
themselves with a fancy car in
the garage of their fancy house?
Armstrong is extremely successful there. In endorsements
alone, he pulled in nearly $19
million last year - making him
one of the most highly soughtafter athletes, especially internationally.
He is a shining example of
the kind of athlete that deserves
our attention and our respect.
He is proof that the easy way
isn't always the best way. He is
one athlete who deserves to
have a poster on our walls.
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WELL AT LEAST
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READER VIEWS

SunTrust's shady business practices
UCF students who care about human
rights and the .rights of workers to organize
may want to think twice about having their
financial aid checks deposited in SunTrust
["Not a SunTrust 'customer? Think again,"
July 21].
SINALTRAINAL, the union representing
workers at Coca-Cola bottling plants in
Colombia, is calling for SunTrust to bring
pressure upon Coke to take steps to stop
human-rights abuses against those workers.
The reason for this is that SunTrust shares
directors with Coke and owns 5 percent of
the company's stock. In addition, SunTrust
has major credit relationships with Coke.
In January, New York City Council member Hiram Monserrate led a delegation that
included labor and student representatives
on a 10-day fact-finding tour to Colombia to
investigate Coca-Cola's human-rights violations. The delegation reported that it had
found evidence of Coca-Cola's responsibility
for "human rights abuses of its workers in
Colombia ... [its] complicity is deepened by
its repeated pattern of bringing criminal
charges against unio:n activi~ts who have
spoken out about the company's collusion
with [right-wing] paramilitaries."
The full report and more information
about the campaign to hold Coke accountable for its role in violating internationally
recognized standards of worker rights in
Colombia can be found at http://www.killercoke.org. See also "Colombian Coca-Cola
Workers Speak Out" (http://www.~olombia
journal.org/colombiallO.htm).
UCF students can do their part to help
Colombian workers struggling for basic freedoms by refusing to })ave their financial aid
checks deposited at SunTrust and by boycotting Coca-Cola products. They should
also let SunTrust and Coke know why they
have lost their business.

·largely unpublicized - though luckily, local
activists like Sue Eberle kept students
abreast of meeting dates and agendas, leading an effort which helped preserve the
Arboretum and the Northwest Quadrant
from unnecessary construction projects,
such as more Greek housing despite the fact
that fraternities and sororities already occupy the greatest swatch of residential land on
campus.
Through poor advertising of these hearings and meetings, the administration was
able to keep this agenda and its costs well
hidden from student scrutiny.
While the president and his staff would
defend themselves by pointing out the meeting was advertised in the Orlando Sentinel,
they are missing the point: Their advertisement tactics allow them to fulfill their legal
obligation of promoting the hearing while
failing - almost intentionally - to make
sure the student body is aware of the issue.
If the administration wishes to combat
these criticisms, they will make a concerted
effort to widely publicize all hearings and
meetings in advance to insure students and
community members can share their voice.
Otherwise, it will be clear to students and
the community that the administration is
poorly publicizing these meetings in an
effort to protect their agenda - namely, can- ,
cerous growth and elaborate development
projects - from a largely oppositional public.
-
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Letters way off mark

The July 21 issue of the Future contained
many letters which were way off the mark in ,
commenting on Isaac Babcock's July 14 article, "EU's largest addition struggles to forget
horrific past."
These opinions are based on inaccurate
historical facts and are not representative of
- BEN MARKESON the reality in Poland during WWII, nor the
CO-COORDINATOR,ORLANDODIRECT ACTION ·
ORLANDODIRECTACTION.US situation on the ground today. Mikolaj
Wasowski wrote that Babcock "borders on
historical revisionism." Also, Edward Arent
Protection stalled, needed
implies that the Polish people during the
I saw this article ["Protections for gays
Holocaust should be praised for saving so
still stalled," July 21] and felt it was time to
many Jews, and remarks that Pope John Paul
respond truthfully. I am a retired employee
II had a Jewish friend growing up.
of UCF with more than 27 years of service. I
I guess that should excuse the pope for
was promoted over eight years to a middle
remaining silent during the Holocaust while
supervisory position. I developed programs
thousands in his backyard were rounded up
that are still being currently used by the ·
and sent to the death camps. I wonder if the
department I worked for.
people Writing these opinions have ever
Discrimination against gays? You bet
been to Poland, or seen the camps which
there is! I endured things from employees in only decades ago cultivated such hatred and
my own department and others that anyone
inhumanity that will leave a mark on the
these days would fire employees for. I stayed decency of mankind forever. Although there
in a similar position for the next 20 years
are cases of righteous gentiles who risked
and figured it was time to retire, since I
their own lives to save not only Jews, but
would never fit a mold that would get me
also people of other backgrounds who
promoted. I didn't figure I'd ever caused the
escaped the Nazis, there were too few cases
agency any embarrassment, since I'd toned
of this. Millions of Jews, homosexuals, gyp- ,
my life to keep with the mainstream. But,
sies and others had their rights and freeUCF has a specific type of "employee" that it doms taken away on the sole basis of who
wants, and I was not much to alter my
they were. Rev. Martin Niemoeller, a pastor
beliefs to become that employee.
in the German Confessing Church, puts it
The ~enefits UCF offers employees are
· best in his famous poem: "Then they came
wonderful, but what does one have to sacrifor me - and by that time, nobody was left
fice? Employees I have seen retire or leave
to speak up." hMieed, society of th;rt time in
seem much happier now, as am I. I am free
Poland and Europe turned a blind eye as milto be me! Employee satisfactfon at UCF does lions of Jews were persecuted and murdered.
not equate to a happy work environment.
I am shocked to see that so many are
Thanks, UCF, fo,r all the memories!
ignorant of the horrific events of the Holo- NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST caust and subsequent affects, implying that
Poland has nothing to be guilty of. The
events during the Holocaust brought hell to
Local activists help students stay involved
earth for millions of Jews, during a time
Kudos to the Future for the opinion piece
when entire families and Jewish communi[''We deserve to know, not just be notified,"
ties were completely wiped out.
July 21] concerning the UCF administration's
Out of the ashes and horror emerged a
lacl~of marketing skills when it comes to
comµion post-Holocaust phrase for Jews:
. events and meetings where the public and
"Never again!" The courageous journey by
students could potentially oppose the
Isaac Babcock to Pol;md, and his subsequent
school's plans for continued rapid and .
reporting, helps to affirm this statement. He
unsustainable growth - such as the recent
should be commended for his article, which
Master Plan hearing that was not publicized
educates and helps to ensure that none will'
to the UCF student body.
ever forget the Holocaust, rather than be
This is not the first time that President
criticized by ignorant people. The future
John Hitt and crew have felt the need to
generations of the Jewish people will never
secretly protect their precious meetings and forget these atrocities, and neither should
hearings from public - especially student the rest of the world.
scrutiny. The last round of Master Planning
- NOAH SAPOSNIK
Committee meetings and hearings went

, ·
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The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 words and must include

1'· full name and phone number.We may edit for length, gramm"f style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.co/11,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555.
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Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper.
1s;ooo published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs.
12,000 distributed every Friday.

• Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle

• Local rates from only $8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
·Economic way to be placed in up to 42,000 weekly issues
•Reaching Oviedo,Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

"
Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965·6520 ext 107.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

Mom's Helper eagerly awaited!
3 children, 7,5,2. PT, flex. hrs/activity.
Exs-monitor meal, bath, ho·mework, play.read, cuddle, fold laundry. 10-20 hrs./wk.
Apx. $7.50/hr. 3mi. to UCF
Love kids? Let's talkl 407-694-6984.
Greek Rep ' needed to market local
restaurant to UCF groups. Flexible
schedule. Good hourly rate.
Call Don at (863) 640·2871.
MYSTERY SHOPPERS.NEEDED!
Get Paid to Shop! Flexible work from
home or school. FT/PT Make own hours.
800·830·8066 .

•·~

PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
...www.dogdayafternoon.net..•
Call 407-628-3844.
Bartender Trainees Needed!
No experience necessary. Up to $300
per shift. Flex. schedule. Call
1-800-714-4060.

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and.
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to .weight
training.

Participants will receive:
• 24 supervised training sessions
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Adult Volunteers are needed for a research study of an approved
medication to study recurrent genital herpes outbreaks.

Great Atm~
BUCKS se/lfn~ ·

To Qualify: .
• 18.:... 65 years of age.
• At least 4 (or more) outbreaks
·within the past year.
• Willing to make all study
appointments and telephone
contact visits.
Benefits:
• Study r~lated medical care .
and study medication are
I
provided.
.I
• Qualified Participants receive 1
compensation for time ·and
travel.

Sell vacation packages to the U.K.

Hourly + Commission
Oppo,rtunity for Sl 000+/wk

407-332-7385

Assistant needed for wheelchair
bound student start • Fall 2004 Tues
and Thurs 10a.m. • 5p.m. Avg. $8/hr.
PC skills a MUST. Call Anna Meeks
407-847·0788 or P.urple@kua.net.

Call Today
407-823-5163

dial 0 for operator

1

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank email to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com
Market Researcher needed to conduct
primary/sceondary research for local e·
learning firm. Mktg major (or similar) pref.
Req'd: excellent research & writing skills;·
high accountability. Flex. hrs. $10.25 to
start, 10-20 hrs/wk. E-mail
hr-marketing@compassknowledge.com

Old Cell Phones ·
UCF Victim Services is collecting used
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off
at TR 533, on Libra Dr. Drop off hours
are 8 a.rri. to 4 p.m. Monday - Friday. .
For more information call 407·823·4502.

Administrative asst needed for small
engineering firm, located in Research
Park. PfT, 30 hrs/wk. Good
organization, communication, writing,
and editfng skills a must. E-mail resume
. to spacheco@productivityapex.com.
REAl..o ESTATE INTERNSHIP· Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Deiails
Call 24 hour recorded line at
1 (888) 216·6032 ID# 4680

Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407·971 ·9131.

Place your ad in minutes! Call
us at 4.0i'-447-4555 or e-'.mail your
ad to classifieds@UCFnews.com

I

Call today to find out more: (407) 240-7878

Medical Receptionist, PT 3·7 PM, No
weekends, Medical Insurance experience
preferred, Competitive wages, In
Waterford Lakes, Positive environmentl
Fax resume to 407·382·9880.

Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue

Child care position avail. caring for 15
month old approx. 10-12 hrs/wk Mon·
pm-3pm, Wed. 8am-noon,. Fri.·8am·1pm.
Exp/ref necessary. Own trans. Call
407·678·8375 or email
Rachaelblue@yahoo.com for more info.

The Student Newspaper Serving U(f Smee 1968

NOW HIRING
Part-Time Positions

Layout Artist

I.I

/

(Quark Experience Req.)

Ad ·Production Artist
E-mail: ben@UCFnews.com
407~447-4555 ext..217

www.ocrc.net

Advertising Sales
Seminole county newspaper seeks
outgoing self-starter. Prior outside sales '
exp. pref. Lucrative commssion structure.
Call 407·765·8304.
- Horse ranch needs barn help PT/AM
Must be an animal lover, dependable,
and honest. Clean facility. Close to UCF.
If you enjoy working with horses call
407·3663834.

Do you want

The Student Newspaper Serving Uff Sin<e 1968

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Casual Environment
Relaxed Atmosphere
Convenient Location

NOW HIRING . ----~

ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
15 - 20 hours per week

Scholarship plus commission
FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556
or EMAIL: mlanaris@UCFnews.com

NOW HIRING

(!Central =tloiiba ;futuie
The Student Newspaper Servmg U(f Since 1968

Di$tribution Drivers
(MONDAY OR THURSDAY MORNING OR EARLY AFTERNOON AVAllABILITY)

E-mail: brian@UCFnews.com1
407-447-4555 ext. 220

Exciting New Positions Available!
Day, Evening, And Weekend shifts
Average Pay $14 Per Hour
Walking' Distance To UCF
~Inbound Customer Service Agents
~

Outbound Sales Agents

Your UCF student

newspaper pUllll$Jaes

Sell advertising into one of our many p.,.blications
Cross sell into ·other magazines
Renew current ads

-...,s-~s

..... the sdlool ytar.
LooU• llfaf 11ver 175

focaffeM otaud UCf

. . loal_.....$tsl

'Awards&

Recognitions

Rouse Rd.

. ~llllesfer sdiolarshlP.s I
~aila~fefor all U(f s~ent5•

For more information call

~
407-896-0124 ext. 2970 m.,____

or stop by our office at
3451 Tech·n ological Ave #7
Orlando, FL 32817

-

Technolo ical Ave.

~ Krispy
· - Kreme

~
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Alafaya Tr.
UCF

Civil Engineer
Position avail. for entry level civil engineer
to work on commercial projects.
Responsibilities will incl.: drainage and
utility design, permit coordination and
client contact. Please fax resume to HB
Associates at 407-740-7900.

$2000-$5000/wk running
your own business at home.
No capital or experience
needed. Sent $4.95 for info
packet to SMM, P.O. Box
690461 , Orlando, FL, 328690461 . Start now
View all classifieds online anytime
at www.UCFnews.com!

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes
and apts. for rent. $550 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.
Big Beautiful 4BD/ 3-1/2BA, 3,000
sq. ft home. Econ Woods on Lake
Pickett. 2 rooms avail., one Is 2nd
master w/full bathroom and walk-in
closet. On the Jake. Call Dan at
407-466-1274.
New 3035 sqft. Home
4BR 3.5 BA w/ loft in E. Orlando 2 Story,
2 car garage, walk-in closets, inside
utility, cable/phone outlets in every room,
all kit. appli., W/D, priv. bath in 2nd BR, 5
miles from UCF. Only $1595/mo.($398
per br) + util. AVail. 8/ 1! Call todayl
407-249-141 7

Must see 2,650 sq ft. 4 bed, 2.5·bath, 3
car gar in quiet, gated comm, jacuzzi, big
porch facing huge pond. 5 mins from
UCF. TV & Internet cable ready.
Call 407-697-1989 or www.etigo.com/ads

Home in E. Orlando 3/1.5
$825/month + $750 sec. dep. Clean, no
pets, w/d hookup, covered paj io and
carport. 10 mins from UCF! contact
407-324-8464

lll lllllllJONE MONTH FREE RENT!!!!!!!!!!
Luxury 1 bedroom apartment in
Jefferson Commons across the street
from UCF. Need some one to fill starting
August 19, call ~day! 813-817-6~74

TRENDY WINTER PARK LOCATION! !!
3/2, Living, family, sun and dining rooms.
2 car garage, W/D, excellent location.
Newly painted and carpeted. $1775/mo.
Call 407-644-6021 or 407-760-3700

1 Bedroom in a 4/2 home, $375/mo. ,
, Internet, deck with grill, utilities included,
bi-weekly maid. Contact
handyman @tampabay.rr.com or Mike @
407-306-8360

Female roommate wanted for 4/2 at
Jefferson Commons. $450 per month all
menities included. Year Jong lease.
vail ASAP. Call Dana 561-312-1498
& leave message.
·

Duplex for rent on University and
Goldenrod, 1300 sq ft, garage, laundry
room, A/C, patio, tiled, walk-in closets.
$650/mo util. incl. Call 407-758-2830

UCF area & Waterford Lks area
5 homes. 3 or 4 BRs, all in great
condition! One waterfront, one pool,
All have community rec & great schs.
$800-$1450. C21 RE Pros 407-592-9221 .

f

For Rent Townhomes, within walking
distance to UCF Cambridga Circle 2
bed/2.5 bath $675/mo. Hunter's Reserve
2 bed/2 bath $785/mo. w/ amenities.
Avail Aug. 1st. Call 321 -536-5430.

Clean 2/2 upstairs condo in Hunters
Reserve, 2 mins. from UCF. Water,
sewage, ceiling fans, w/d and basic
appliances included. $780/month
Contact 321-297-6861

2/2 townhome in Sussex Place. 2 mi.
from LicF. New appliances and carpet.
W/ D hookups. Community pool.
Landscaping incl. $695/mo plus security.
Call 407-833-8199 or 407-381 -5105.

www.collegerentals.com
UCF's best apartment search
for college students!

Apartment for rent
2/2 $710 month. Water, cable, local
phone, included. Super close to UCF call
407-380-6000 ask for Rachel
ApartmElnt near UCF. 3/2 located on
University Blvd. Perfect for roommates·
who don:t want to stay in a dorm. Please
call for more information and viewing at
352-242-9403.
•
Front Studio, own entrance, new, near
UCF Rouse/Colonial. $500 w/ util. and
pest. Call 407-810-1895 Iv. msg.
Prefferably a student or lady who work~.
Discount off first rent!!! No sec. dep.
2 F needed to take lease starting
Aug. '04. $526/mo. at Jefferson
Lofts. Fully furn., W/D, free tanning,
Internet, 8 HBO channels, & pool and
spa. Call 321-720-7665
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Our goal has never been to be the biggest rental car company. Only to be the best.
But by embracing a diversity of-people, talents and ideas, we are now both.
Likewise, our doors will always be open, for all who share our drive to be the best.
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PROUD SUPPORTER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA' S CAREER RESOURCE C E NTER .

$ZOO off select

4bedrooms.*
unique student apartments

Bring in this ad and
qet an additional $100 _off!*
(
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Individual Leases
1-----~'halfenger Parkway

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV & ESPN
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005·1;~
unique student apanments

O rpington St.

Colonial Dr.

Lagoon-Style ~ool Plaza with Jacuzzi

Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-Furnished ~partment Homes

Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball Pavilion

Internet Access
Amenities, Rents and Incentives subject to change.
*New residents signing a new lease agreement will
receive a check for the amount indicated.
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FREE RENT
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1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011
t5l

-"

FOR RENT:
I~
~Roommates
LOOK
2 rooms avall. In a large house close
to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, W/D,
full kitchen. $350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-619-5642.
3 F NS roommates needed in gorgeous
412 home. 2.5 mi. from UCF. $500/mo.
all inclusive + pool at club house, scrnd
porch, 2 car gar., furn. except bedrooms.
Avail. 08/04. Please call Elena at
561-718-8789 or saphire0924@msn.com.

..

Room for rent in a 4/3 quiet
neighborhood. 5 min. from UCF. Pool,
DSL, cable, util. incl. $300/mo.
Call'407-687-5819.

~.,

1 room avail. in spacious 3/2 home, 2.5
mi from UCF, $450/mo + 1/3 utilities.
Call 407-921-3867
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
· high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $525/mo. all utll.
Incl. 954-816-3127'.
Female to share 3 bedroom house
with same in UCF area. $575/mo
plus utilities. Serious student or
professional only. Starts 8/1.
2 rooms available for females to share
with females in 4/2 home near UCF.
Fully furnished. N/S, no pets please.
1bd - $325/mo. 1 bd $275/mo. plus
utilities. Call 407-319-3751.

<' '
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2 rooms avail in 312 home 8 mins. from
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates
wanted: Rent. incl. ALL util. l- ethernet.
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed.
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259.
Looking for F to share 2/2 apartment, at
Pine Harbor Apartments, between Dean
& Rouse near 408, $405/mo + 1/2 util.
Call Tanya@ 407-925-2307
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female only.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.
'

Roommate wanted. 4/bd house. Alafaya
Woods. $460/mo. util. incl., ethernet;
W/D, cable & phone. No Pets. Avail now.
Furn. if needed. Call 4D7-828-2664
daytime or 407-298-1263 after 6 p.m.

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

Rooms In new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. All
utll. Incl. $700/mo. Call Nikki @
561-212-6291.

2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house.
Incl. all util +hot tub & ethernet. Brand
new home less than 1 min.
from UCF in Carillon. $450/mo.
Call 239-841-6600.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mlns from UCF, $475/mo
incl. utll, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or
239-461-5101 or 239-633-94qo.

Professional couple seek responsible
student roommates, 4/2.5 Waterford
Lakes home. $425/mo incl. cable TV,
W/D, kitchen, in-ground pool, & utilitiE!,S.
Tennis, basketball, & volleyball avail. at
Rec. center. No pets. Call (407)
737-2871 or (407) 716-0313.

2 roommates wanted for 4/3 house with
pool. 3000 sq. ft. beautiful property. $379
plus util. Fully furnished with wireless
cable. UCF students call 407-282-4246.
Ask for Ian. Move-in b/w June and Aug.
1 Master Bedroom/Bath in large house to
share w/ 2 roommates. No smoking, no
pets. Close to UCF. $485 a month plus
utilities. Avail. Aug. 1st Call
407-312-5583 or 407-681-92!39.
1 roommate needed in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house. 2 miles from
UCF. Bedroom not furnished.
$415/mo. + util. Call 407-489-3075.
1 Ro·ommate Wanted to share great
home, minutes from UCF. Most enjoy
yard, lake, Internet, cable W/D, private
room, & awesome little dog. Mor F.
Everything incl. $500. Call Jeff, UCF
grad, 407.737.6690. Details/photos
online: www.thinkcybis.com/room
Room avail..for responsible and clean
female in 312 home. Quiet area at
University and Suntree. 5 min. from UCF.
$475/mo incl. all util. No pets, N/S.
Call Ashley at 321-377-0808.
Rooms available in beautiful 4/2.5 home.
Directly behind UCF on conservation
land. $500/month includes rent, utilities,
internet, cable. Avail. August 1. Contact
Matt @ 954-445-4188
M/F needed for a 3/2 house. 2 miles
from UCF/Oviedo. Incl. WID & full
kitchen. Incl. utils. & high speed internet.
Furn except bedroom. No pets. $450/mo.
407-929-6598 or branks99@yahoo.com.
ACROSS FROM UCF
2 F nonsmoker needed for furnished 3/2
home W/D, DSL: phone. Quiet, safe,
clean $350/mo each + dep. utils. included
Call 407-971 -6748.
1 Rm avail. for clean, laidback student.
Pref. upperclassman or graduate
student. For 4/2-1/2 bath. Home 3 mi.
from UCF. Beautiful 2-story, over 2,200
sq. ft., lg scrnd porch, comm. pool, and·
tennis courts. $350-390/mo: + 1/4 util.
Call Jason at 360-929-4870 or Jeff at
407-249-1417.
2 student rms in lrg 412.5 clean house.
1 mile NW from UCF on wood preserve.
W/D, no pets, NS. Rent $450
includes util. 954-423-0607 or
Lesya1210@aol.com.
Dean and University Area. 2 rooms for
rent in a 412 home w/pool & 2 car garage
on corner lot. W/D. $325-$375/mo. + 1/5
util. Avail. 08/01/04. Call Shannon at ·
407-405-7854

Room in 4/2 Pegasus Pointe
apartment. M/F $455/mo. incl. utll,
cable & ethernet. Save $420 in fees.
Plus Bonus $100 gift card! 12 mo.
lease. 561-414-1387 or
Rchin0517@adelphia.net.

212 available in Heather Glen. M/F. Avail.
end of June. $415/mo. + util. Quiet area.
Apt. w/ fireplace. Pets allowed. 2 mi.
from UCF. 6 mos. lease. Avail for
renewal. Call Alisha at 954-993-3674.
Seeking male for 2 story loft @ Jefferson
Lofts. 1bd shared bath, $500/month all
utilities included, extended cable
w/8 HBO's, high speed internet access
Avail 8/18/04 contact 407-617-8484
2 males to sublease 2 rooms in Pegasus
Landing for August thru July 2005 in 3/3
apartment. Fully furnished w/ full kitchen
& balcony. $510/mo. Save at least $70
immediately. Call ASAP 407-362-4477.

Apartment for sublease.
Jefferson Commons. Great
apartment. Great room. $4851mo,
down from $505. $250 CASH
incentive! Call Chris at
954-261-5675
F needed for master bdrm/ private b~th
$370/mo. + 1/2 util. W/D, full kitchen,
lawn service, no pets. Lease ends July
2004. Renewals avail. Move in ASAP!
Call Lisa @ 407-923-8880.

'

Aug. Rent is free & No Deposit
fees!! Room avail. In 4/4 @ Pegasus
Landing. 1yr lease. Incl. everything.
Shuttle to UCF. Fully furn., util. incl.
Save money wino deposit fees! Mov~
In today!!! Call ASAP 305-773-2522
or 407-362-2467.

Seeking female for"1/1 In Pegasus
Landing. All utilities included, ethernet,
cable, pool, activity center, $480 month."
· Contact 407-362-4658
Bedroom with private Bathroom
fully furnished. All utilities included
Free UCF shuttle. Cable w/ 3 HBO & free
internet. W/D. $519/mo. 407-923-75.71.

And Much, much more!!!

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not. limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM**••••••

To request your free guide simply call
1-800-554-9091, dial extension# 11 O, and leave your
name and address . . We will rush you the guide of your
choice with absolutely no pressure or obligation.

Quick Sale! 42" HDTV-Toshiba-$900.00.
New white Samsung microwave-$50.00.
Pair of light green curtains-$6.00.
Wall pot holder-$34.00. Dining table with
4 chairs-$65.00 *Prices are flexible*
Call: 407-625-2897.

Good Time Realty LLC 11875 High Tech Ave. Suite 100 B Orlando, FL 32817

BANKRUPT?

Tutors Needed? Orlando Youth
Enrichment Program Is looking for tutors
to provide in-home tutoring services to
Central Florida's kindergarten - 12th
grade students. Earn $10-$20/hr. Please
visit owr website @ www.oyep.net to
register as an OYEP Tutor. You must
. have reliable transportation.

BEDS!!!
King.queen, full; matresses and box
springs, very gqod condition'. $125 king,
$100 queen, $75 full. Contact
407-616-9575
MOVING SALEllll 5 pc. wood bed set w/
Queen-$400, wood dining table w/ 4 ·
chairs-$200, 3 pc. glass coffee table
set-$100. Or. Best Offer. All must go!!I
Call Jamie at 561-866-6085.

· Bad credit? Need loan? We can help.
Call toll free 1-866-582-8456.

The Paranormal Experience

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Hare! (407) 362-2726.

Lecture/luncheon feat. world-renowned
parapsychologist & ghost hunter Andrew
Nichols, Ph.D. Sat., Aug. 14th at Deland
Artisan Inn. $50; $40 UCF students. Visit
www.southernghosts.com or call
407-616-4697.

· Top Grade Tutoring
Tutors available in ALL math, science,
English & foreign language courses.
Single sessions and group rates
available. contact 407-427-0067.

2000 Kia Sportage
Dark green, ice cold A/C, power
windows, cruise control, 97,000 miles,
asking $5990 will negotiate. Contact
James @407-509-5826 -orLucy @ 407-468-7456

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referr~I Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI ,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

GREAT DEAL!ll
Saturn. '94. Low milage. 78,000 mi. Dark
Brown color. Good condition. $3,000 or
best offer. Call 407-443-9884 afternoon
or evenings only.
1999 Aprilia Scarabeo Scooter. In great
shape, 5200 mi. Just tuned up! Perfect
for commuting to campus. Goes 40 MPH
$1000. Cherry Red w/ New Black Seat.
Rob 407-365-1009. Winter Springs area.

FOUNb - Dog, husky mix, on Edgewater
& Grier, friendly. Call 407-312-1927.
LOST sol)lething valuable?
FOUND a free adl
Lost & Found Classifieds are free to
those in need and those 'who wish to
help. (407) 447-4555

LONELY?

Find a roommate, make a friend

Place an ad in the

~eutral ~ll1riba ~ture

Subleaser needed. Pegasus Pointe.
1bedroom in 4/2. Down payment and first
month paid!!! $455/mo. all util. incl. Call
904-996-8756.

Room in U-House all utilities

Manufactured Dbl. Wide Home

included, pool computer center,
activity center, and car port included.
$449/month available immediately.
near UCF contact 407-341-0504

for Sale by Owner
2002 3/2 home Immediately avail. 5
mlns. from UCF; $32,000, MUST SELL
IMMEDIATELY!
Contact Maureen t'or appt.
@ 407-208-9060 call anytime

Pegasus Landing. 1 yr. sublease In
414. Furn. W/D. Util. Incl. Prvt bath.
Clubhouse. Shuttle to UCF. $505/mo.
No fees! Call 954-476-3109 or email
jmmay713@aol.com

1. How To Save Thousands When Buying or Selling.
2. Pros and Cons of different types of financing.·
3. Why you shouldn't get pre-qualified!

LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

Want to build EQUITY instead of paying
rent every month?
Looking for a house to buy ?
Let me help. you find the right house at
· no charge! Please Call Nancy at EXIT
Realty (407)765-6127 or
nancyexitrealty@yahoo.com

Aug. rent free! $100 off Sept.!

FREE Home Seller And
Home Buyers Guides!

Classifieds
407-447-4555

classifieds@ucfnews.com

3/2 POOL HOME. Minutes from UCF.
All ceramic tile & wood floors.
No homeowner's association.
Immaculate condition. Asking $168,500.
Call for appointment 407-384-6641 .

Lawnmaintenance
and
landscaping
at reasonable prices

407 619 7628
•

•

, There is no reason to look any further ... we
.
h~ve the biggest bedrooms and biggest closets!

Swimming Pool with Sun Deck
'.

Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms

Large Walk-in Closets

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.
Orlando, Florida
thevi/lageatalafayaclub.com

407~482. 9990
Private Bedrooms and Bathrooms
'

Swimming Pool with Sun Deck

Large Walk-in Closets
State-of-the-Art Fitness Center

Computer Center
Basketball & Sand Volleyball Courts

Community Center
Ethernet Service

2913 Einstein Way
Orlando, Florida
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

407.384.7080

Computer Center

State-of-the-Art Fitness Center .
Basketball & Sand Volleyball Courts

Gated Community ·
LessThan One Mile from UCF

Local Telephone
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